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CHAPTER I 

PURPOSE, NATURE, AND METHOD OF INVESTIGATION 

It is the purpose of this thesis to present a work book 

with a vocabulary and a style of lessons not usually found in 

primary text books or teachers' manuals devoted to beginning 

lessons in learning the letters, reading and phonics, and num

bers. In any unselected class room there is about ten per cent 

of the children who cannot profit by the methods and curriculum 

used for the average pupil. These are designated exceptional 

children in this thesis. 

The Committee on Special Classes of the White House Con

ference on Child .Health and Protection offered the following 

definition: 

The term 'exceptional children' includes both the handi
capped and the gifted, or children who deviate from the average 
child to such an extent as to require special treatment or

1 training in order to make the most of their possibilities. 

Teachers dealing with exceptional children have long been 

of the opinion that reading and number materials, as found in 

primary text books are unsatisfactory for the needs of these · 

pupils. Exceptional children need ~eading which is mature in 

content but easy in form. While teachers will find much in

formation concerning the teaching of normal children, there is 

a scarcity of books and materials deal.ing directly with the 

problems of the exceptional child. 

Although reading in general has received more attention 

than any other school subject, there is a paucity of work done 

lWhite House Conference on Child Health and Protection, . 
Special Education: The Handicapped and the Gifted, p. 4. 
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in the field of the exceptional child. Even the Tw.enty-Fourth 

and Thirty-Sixth Year Books of the National Society for the 

study of education, which were devoted entirely to reading, ig-

1 nored the subject completely. What is urgently needed is 

material adapted to the interest and· ability of these pupils, 

in small enough units, to make success possible. Learning goes 

on more rapidly when the items to be learned are not too easy 

or too hard. Lacking in patience, he does not see the value 

of learning and the deferred reward that it will bring through 

increased financial remuneration, enjoyment of leisure, and in

sight into the problems concerning himself and his group. It 

is easier to secure the interest and maintain the attention of 

exceptional pupils with material that has been adapted to their 

needs than it is when using that which has been planned for 

normal children. 

He must have ample encouragement. He has met defeat so 

many times it is natural for him to expect failure in any 

learning situation. What Laubach2 says of the treatment 0£ 

adult students in learning the English language applies some

what to the training process of the exceptional child. "Never 

frown, never say •no•, avoid difficulties, give enthusiastic 

praise, say little, don't shout. This will be the greatest 

hour of your student's life, if you praise him good and plenty.' 

Consideration of these needs and the learning ability of 

lsamuel A. Kirk, Teachin~ Reading to Slow-Learninf Child
New York: Houghton Mlft in Company, 1940. p. vi. 

2Frank c. Laubach, Streamlined English Lessons, King's 
Crown Press, Unit~d States, 1945. 
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this exceptional group by presenting teaching materials suit-

able for beginning lessons in learning the letters, _reading anc 

phonic work, and numbers will be the purpose of this thesis. 

No attempt will be made here to indicate the order of present

ing the lessons. There is no uniformity of presentment - since 

there is no uniformity in the degree of exceptionalism. The 

teacher who works with exceptional children will find it a 

convenient reference book, containing a variety of exercises 

dealing with the aim of the lesson, without encountering ir

relevant vocabulary problems. No sequence is intended in the 

reading and phonic section. Each lesson contains words con

cerned with only the fact to be taught in that lesson and 

words from the basic 100 word vocabulary. This permits its 

use as a reference book. It is intended as a supplement and 

should not take the place of the regular series of readers. 

Nature 

There is general agreement among educators about how f'ar 

a child should progress from grade to grade. Normal children 

follow this pattern and acquire incidentally much inf'ormation 

and many habits during this progress that must be taught spe

cifically to the exceptional child • . Gaps, the size and intens

ity depending upon his ability, are indicated along the line ir 

both the exceptional child's daily work and the testing progran. 

He may be lacking in a reading vocabulary and fail to get the 

meaning from the page, showing he has been unsuccessful in ac

quiring the needed skills in reading. 

The vocabulary usually presented to beginning readers was 
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too extensive for the exceptional child to master. A 100 word 

vocabulary is used in this workbook to help correct this weak

ness. All the child's reading material is based on these 100 

words plus the new words introduced on that page. The analysis 

of the child's work may show a minor or a major weakness in the 

knowledge of his letters. He may mistake a "b" for a "d", or 

an "m" for "n", or he may know only a few of the letters. He 

may need help in acquiring new words. Familiarity with the con

mon beginning sounds and the most recurring families will give 

him a tool for attacking these words. Doing experiences 

should play a major· part in the exceptional child's education. 

Charts help children to learn to use reference material. 

The page entitled "Group Words" and the "Roman Numbers" is in

tended for display in the room. It is not expected that he 

will gain complete mastery of all these words but h~ may con

sult them when needed and in this way acquire a knowledge of 

their meanings • . 

Since games and drills are especially important in teach

ing exceptional children, a few simple and easily prepared ones 

are suggested. 

The 100 basic word vocabulary and the wide range of possi

bilities with concrete experiences make it impractical for the 

author to include many detailed applications of the words and 

m.nnber facts, but the letters, words, and examples are there 

for the teacher•s use 'in planning the specific experience for 

the child. 

The outstanding features of this workbook are: (a) The · 
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very first steps in reading and number work are introduced. 

(b) The lessons - are presented in small enough units to permit 

complete success in mastery before introducing another. (c) 

The automatic recognition of the 100 word basic vocabulary will 

provide the frame work for introducing new words and be _the 

means of furnishing the words for an unlimited amount of re

creational reading. This workbook can serve as a supplement to 

any series of readers and may be useful in any of the primary 

grades. 

, Method of Investigation 

In beginning this study letters were sent to specialists 

in the field of reading, to educators in the field of special 

education, to universities where specializing in elementary 

reading is done and to cities lmown to have a program for ex-
• 

ceptional children in their schools, asking for any materials, 

courses of study, lesson procedures, et cetera, pertaining to 

the _subject. Many excellent bibliographies of books and maga

zine articles were received but most of the information con- . 

earned the analytical and psychological points of view rather 

than actual teaching material. Very little of this material 

could be used for this workbook because the vocabularies were 

too inclusive and the lessons presumed a level of learning too 

advanced for the purpose of this study. ·The first problem was 

to build a vocabulary with a minimum number of words · in order 

to insure mastery at the lowest level of learning. Only words 

that recur frequently and are used constantly were included in 

this vocabulary. They are found in the basic lists compiled by 
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Dolch, Stone~ Gates and Rinsland.1 

Kircher2 in his analysis of first grade reading mater·ial 

found 192 words occurring most frequently in the vocabularies 

of thirty-seven primers. These he regards as a minimtnn first 

grade vocabulary. Children of average intelligence should ac

quire about 400 words. Exceptional children should acquire 

only about 200.3 Since this workbook was to be used for be

ginning exceptional children, a 100 basic word list seemed 

logical. 

The work don~ by Henry R. Rinsland was especially helpful 

because it used an alphabetical classification and frequency 

symbol. The words used for this basic list were found to be 

in the first and second hundred words of his list. One hundrec. 

fifteen were selected first to be used for the workbook, keep

ing an accurate count of which words were used and how many 

times they were used. By the time the reading and phonic sec

tion was completed it was found that the list could be summar

ized into a basic list of 100 words. When the root word was 

l Edward W. Dolch, "A Basic Sight Vocabulary," The Ele
mentar~ School Journal, XXXVI, February, 1936. pp. 456-460. 

iarence R. Stone, Better Primary Reading, St. Louis: 
Webster Publishing Co., 1937. pp. 536. 

Arthur I. Gates, A Readin~ Vocabulary for the Primary 
Grades, Revised New York: Teac ers College, Coltnnbia Univer-
sity, 1936. PP• 29. · 

2H. w. Kircher, Vocabuiary Tests for First Grade, Eau 
Claire Book and Stationery Company, Eau Claire, Wisconsin. 

3Charles J. Anderson and Isobel Davidson, Reading Ob
jectives, 1925, Chicago: Laurel Book co. pp. 52. 
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not greatly changed by adding the endings (s, ed, ing) the de-

rived word was not counted as a new word. Since "I" and "Att 

are in the alphabet they are not counted in the 100 basic word 

list. 

It is recognized that one of the chief concerns in begin

ning instruction is the extension of the child's vocabulary. 

The automatic recognition of the 100 words provides a framework 

for the acquiring of new words he will meet in reading situa

tions. 

After the voc,abulary was established the next step was to 

put the words into use in exercises which would help him to 

.learn more words. This could be done in three ways, '(a) using 

the natural method in reading when the child builds his own 

story, (b) using one of the beginning books of a series of 

readers, and (c) by giving him a tool for the mastery of the 

mechanics . of reading, which would be some work in word analysis, 

The first method_ requires the child's own experience and can be 

obtained only when the child is present. The second way is the 

.most common method, since it is the practic to teach reading 

with a text book. The third method, that of word analysis, 

seemed to be the type most .. needed. 

The basic 100 word vocabulary excluded the use of' already 

prepared materials but the pattern of many of the exercises 

proved helpful. The Eye and Ear Fun Books1 suggested a variety 

of exercise which are usable in the reading and phonic section. 

1clarence R. Stone, Eye and Ear Fun, Webster Publishing _ 
Company, St. Louis, Missouri, 1932. 
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Morton'slpook, Teaching Arithmetic In The Elementary 

School, provided excellent ideas for the nmnber section. His 

arrangement in placing the addition combinations is especially 

good for exceptional children. The psychology of diminishing 

the number of combinations as the size of the addends increase 

encourages the child in his progress in mastering the combina

tions. 

To these and other helps in preparing the workbook the 

author has added materials of her own that proved successful 

in her teaching experience with exceptional children through a 

period of years. Since they have been useful in extreme cases 

they are being passed on to others who might be in need of sim

ilar materials. One example of this nature is the method used 

in teaching the letters. This material was used in the spell

ing period and constituted the entire spelling activity for a 

length of time for children who had serious difficulty with 

the recognition and the use of letters. By this means the 

child gained a feeling of adequacy and succeeded in using the 

letters in normal situations. Another example is an outlined 

picture word similar in shape to the lftter and which uses the 

short vowel for its beginning sound. It is used to teach the 

short vowel. The picture of an apple is used to associate the 

short a sound with the letter a. The author has not seen 

1Robert Lee Morton, Teaching Arithmetic In The Elementary 
School, Chicago: Silver Burdett Compru:iy, 1937. 
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elsewhere the method used for teaching the related four facts 

in multiplication and division as shown in the counting by 

two's in the number section of the workbook, nor has she been 

able to find elsewhere arrangement for teaching Roman Numbers. 

Baker1 states., 

Specialists in subject matter should outline detailed 
plans, different from the average and rapid-learning if maxi
mum results may be secured for the slow-learner. He prefers 
short time units and specific assignments to- longtime units or 
theoretical assignments in which he must discover goals and 
objectives. 

It is intended that this workbook meets these require

ments. Although it introduces only the beginning lessons, the 

pattern has been set for instruction for further detailed les

sons plans,if they are needed. 

The material has been examined by persons working in the 

field of exceptional children, and they have expressed the 

opinion that the material in this workbook helps to meet area: 

need. Teachers in the classroom of normal children have said 

it contains features not included in their regular classroom 

material that would be helpful in their work. 

Dean Earl K. Hillbrand and Dr. Martin F. Palmer of the 

University of Wichita have encouraged· the author to have the 

workbook published. The author sincerely hopes this thesis 

may contribute to the need for detailed plans of instruction 

in beginning lessons for the exceptional child. 

lHarry J. Baker, Introduction to Exceptional Children, 
New York: The Macmillian Company, 1945. pp. 248-9. 



CHAPTER II 

LEARNING THE LETTERS 

The process involved in learning the names of the letters 

and Erow to use them is acquired more or less inaidentally by 

normal children but exceptional children will need specific in

struction before they can master the skill. The detailed pre

sentation in the section "Learning the Letters" is intended for 

those exceptional children who have failed to .succeed in the 

skill, when customary methods were used. 

The methods g~ven are more intense and introduce more 

repetition than those used with the normal child. There must 

be a great variety of presentations, utilizing the same ma

terials repeatedly in many settings. 

The words selected for use in these lessons were chosen 

from the basic 100 word list with the exception of four; name

ly, cow, jump, fly, and kite. Of the three and four letter 

words in the child's speaking vocabulary that can be associated 

with pictures, these seemed best. Although they were selecte~ 

for these particular lessons, their frequency did not justify 

their inclusion in the basic 100 words. 

Three factors were kept in mind during the preparation of 

these lessons; (a) first to be sure that the child is experi

encing a feeling of success and gaining confidence in himself 

while growing in knowledge; . (b) to introduce a great deal more 

repetition than is ordinarily employed with normal children and 

(c) prolong the period of training for each stage of learning. 

The lessons are self-explanatory. The directions are 

-10-
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furnished by the helper who is directing the child's learning. 

It is recommended that these lessons be put in manuscript on 

long sheets of tag board, and used for a cumulative reader as 

new sentences are learned. The sight words, spelling words and 

letters should each be printed on flash cards for the purpose 

of building new sentences and for games and drills. 

Kirk1 s~ates that after the children have acquired a sight 

vocabulary through reading material of various kinds, the 

teacher should aid the children to become aware of details by . 
instructing them how to learn to recognize individual words. 

This may be done by asking the child to point out individual 

words, or by cutting the sentence into words and asking the 

child to reconstruct the sentence. He gives three stages in 

the process of teaching a reading which the author adapted to 

the process for teaching the letters. His stages are: (1) The 

whole sentence is given first, since the child perceives wholes 

first and learns ·details later. He may not recognize the sep-

arate words in the sentence. (2) Stage two concerns learning 

details. He must learn individual words in the sentence. 

Learning the individual word requires the learning of the ele

ments of each word. Though he has not learned to know the va

rious letters or different sounds in each word, he must be able 

to make these discriminations perceptibly even though he does 

not know the names of the individual letters and sounds. The 

child sees the whole word and to make the finer discriminations 

1samuel A. Kirk, Teaching Readin~ to Slow Learning 
Children. Houghton Mifflin Company, 940. 91 pp. 
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he must learn the details. Many children learn these finer 

differences without instruction but exceptional children re

quire specific training. Hence these children must be given 

lessons in word study and phonic analysis • 

. The reading of the thought units without being aware of 

the details is the third stage. As he practices reading, the 

skiils become automatic. He is not conscious of the process. 

These steps were adapted to lessons on learning the let

ters since the use of this method had proved successful in 

teaching the letters to exceptional children, the first step 

was introducing the whole sentence, the second learning the 

·words and third analyzing the word, and learning the names, 

sounds, and how to write them. While teaching the sounds of 

individual letters to normal child~en has been frowned upon,. it 

is sometimes necessary to resort to this means in order to give 

exceptional children an additional clue in learning the letters 

Fernald1 and Kirk2 have demonstrated that tracing and 

writing words aids the learning and retention of those words •. 

The child not only looks at, hears, and says the letters but 

adds a fourth factor, namely tracing the word with a dull pen

cil. The leacher lays a card on the desk and having given the 

subject a dull pencil, says "This word is dog d-o-g, say and 

write it with me." After the child can do so, he says it alone 

lo. M. Fernald and H. Keller, "The Effect· of Kinaesthetic 
Factors in the Development of Word Recognition in the Case of 
Non-Readers," Journal of Educational Research (December, 1921), 
355-377 PP• . 

2 
Samuel A. Kirk, "The Influence of Manual Tracing on the · 

Learning of Simple Words in Subnormal Boys," 
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keeping an even speed. He then writes the word. below the copy, 

when necessary. When he c~ make the copy with some indepen

dence, he turns it over and writes the word, saying the letters 

without any help. The letters are then scattered on the page 

to be sure he knows them out of order. They are then mixed 

with other letters he may know, to give him further drill. The 

tracing method uses his eyes, ears, throat, and arm muscles so 

it will help him to s ee, h ear, say, and feel every letter of 

the word. 

The lessons on learning the letters can be used as t h e be

ginning spelling lessons for the child who has serious problems 

with his letter names and formation. 



· CHAPTER III 

READING AND PHONICS 

At present phonics are experiencing a fresh surge of pop

ularity with renewed strength and vigor . Data. resulting from 

carefully controlled experimentation have recently lifted be

lief in the effectiveness of teaching phonics from the realm 

of opinion to that of documentary evidence . This is probably 

one of the soundest reasons back of the present re- emphasis·. 1 

Phonic training, if judiciously and properly used , has a 

place in the teaching of reading to exceptional children. It 

should not be started until they have begun to read and have 

acquired a sight vocabulary of fifty to one hundred words . 

They should begin to realize that they require a method of 

word recognition that will make them independent of the teacher 

Some generalizations in the teaching of phonics are given by 

Kirk2 to aid the teacher who wishes to use phonics with ex

ceptional children. 

1 . Introduce phonic training only after the child has 

learned to read slightly and has acquired a sight vocabulary of 

fifty to one hundred words. 

2 . Derice the same sounds from words which the child al

ready knows and apply these sounds to words that the child does 

not know by sight but which are within his meaningful vocabu

lary . 

3. Give phonic training outside the regular reading 

1Nila Banton Smith, "What About Phonics?" N.E. A. Journa.l , 
November , 1946 . 486 pp . 

2samuel A. Kirk , Teaching Readin~ to Slow Learning 
Children, Houghton Mifflin Co~~~y, 1 40. 116 pp . 

-·-r 
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period and make the transfer to the reading situation. 

4. Comprehension should not be forgotten during phonic 

training. Read.ing is taught as a thought process, whereas 

phonics introduce mechanics of reading. If the child first 

learns to read thought units and has separate phonic lessons 

which are transferred to the reading period, much of the me

chanical reading will. be avoided. 

5. Be sure the child has learned to blend sounds before 

presenting him with the visual symbols. 

6. Emphasize 'as far as possible the sounds and words 

that will come up in the reading lesson. If he has not had 

the sounds of an unknown word in a -phonetic lesson, simply 

pronounce the word and go on. 

7. Do not teach rules for phonics to exceptional chil

dren. Rules involve generalizations which are courusing to 

these children. 

8. Remember. that the English language is_ not entirely a 

.phonetic language and many words will have to be taught by 

sight, with the help of context clues and through phonetic 

analysis. 

9. Teach phonetics systematically and avoid simultaneous 

introduction of too many new symbols. Introduction of new ma

terial while old material is only partly learned tends to in

terfere with the retention of the old material. 

10. Bear in mind phonics must be taught carefully lest it 

confuse the child. 

Before formal lessons are begun the child should know that 
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words are composed of sounds. This training is given in audi

tory memory and discriminations. Then they should be taught a 

few of the consonants and the sound of one short vowel, after 

cat is shown to be made up of c-a-t, then the other simple 

forms of short "a" is given: r-a-n, m-a-n. "With mentally re

tarded children, it is best to teach them the individual 

sounds, whether or not they are individual letters or groups 

of words." 1 Example , c- a- t or f-ee-d each having three sounds. 

The order of teaching the vowels should be a, o, u, i, and 

e. Short e is usually the most difficult since . it is so much 

like a and i. 

Word recognition should include not only phonics but also 

content clues, syllabication, and other met~ods. With the aid 

of several methods the child can become a more efficient read-

er. 

Laubach2 has been very successful in teaching the English 

language to stuae·nts who speak English but cannot read and 

write, and students who read and write in a foreign language 

but do not speak English . . He uses a very new and different 

method. His book contains many small illus,trations to give 

context clues to his words and sentences. Charts showing the 

vowel to be taught with many consonant combinations precede 

the reading lesson that emphasizes that vowel. 

lsamuel A. Kirk, Teaching Readin~ to Slow Learning Chil
dren, 1940. Houghton Mifflin Co., chica~o. 118 pp. 

2Franck c. Laubach, Streamlined English Lessons, The New 
Easier Way to Read in 18 Lessons. King's Crown Press , 1945, u. s. A. 



Examples: 

(Picture) 

(Picture) 

milk - mi - 1m - him 

giving - gi - ig - big 

tub - tu - ut - cut 

Although the author has not had an opportunity to experi

ment with this method, it appears to be sound and useful es

pecially for exceptional children with average or above mental 

ability. 

The lessons given in the work book are placed alphabetical

ly for the convenience of the teacher. After each letter is 

taught, its blends or families follow. Only the most common 

families and blends are given since these are all a child at 

this level will use. Words. from the 100 word list were used 

for the lessons except the new ones selected to teach the de

sired skill. The picture words help to give another clue. 

There are exercises on the page to teach (a) ear tr.aining, (b) 

clear enunciation, . (c) speech defects, (d) spelling, (e) word 

recognition and rapid reading. 

The ability to read word groups is increased by helping 

children to note some familiar characteristics, as the known 

words in the group, the appearance of a new word, comparing it 

~1th some word previously given, the thought content aided by 

a picture, conversation, question, or its place in the content. 

To develop _ this ability phrase drills and games are given with 

cards or from the blackboard. 

,. 



CHAPTER IV 

NUMBERS 

In beginning numbers the facts should be based on the com

mon experiences .in the daily life of the child. There is great 

need for concrete number experiences with the exceptional child 

The units should begin with small enough groups of things · in 

order to make use of the many objects available. The progress 

is slow in order to give satisfaction jn compl~te mastery be

fore a new unit is presented. The transfer from concrete to 

the abstract is more difficult for the exceptional child. 

De May1 lays emphasis upon the importance of devel~ping arith

metic meanings in the early grades. Her general outline recog

nizes four stages in the pupils progress from concrete to ab

stract. 

The first stage is the purely concrete number stage. Op

portunities for this kind of number experiences are abundant. 

In the second stage the pupil deals with pictures of familiar 

objects such as houses, trees, et cetera. The third stage used 

semi-concrete materials. These materials take the form of 

number pictures in v.hich dots, rings, lines, et cetera, are 

· used. In the fourth stage, the child uses the symbols 1, 2, 

3, et cetera, to represent the o.bject, ·simply using the abstrac1 

symbol. Teachers of exceptional children may expect to find 

their children at any stage in the counting and the treatment 

the child receives must depend upon the stage in ~hich he is 

found. 

1Am1 J. De May, "Arithmetic Meaning," Childhood Education, 
XI, 408-412, June, 35 pp. 

-17-
\ 
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There has been much discussion about whether subtraction 

should be taught ~1th the addition facts or after they are 

well learned. Morton1 suggests that the addi~ion· and subtrac

tion facts be taught together. Because· of the intimate rela

tionship between the addition and the subtraction facts, teach

ing them together seems to mean two advantages: {a) less time 

and energy are required than if subtraction facts are separated 

some weeks or months from corresponding addition facts. 

(b) Since each process reinforces the other, each becomes more 

meaningful if the two are taught together rather than separate

ly. 

The carrying process in addition can be explained with 

coins, using a dime and ten pennies to show the idea of carry

ing. "l" The method using the term ''magic" 1 which becomes a 

bundle of sticks is liked by the children. (For details, see 

"carrying" in the ntunber section of this work book.) 

When the child understands carrying well enough to have 

this difficulty fairly well mastered, he can then begin in bor

rowing in subtraction. The two processes should alternate as 

new stages ·are reached. The borrowing process is more or less 

the reverse of the addition process. 

The problem of when and how to teach th~ zero fact often 

arises. Counting should not begin with zero, nor is it desir

able to introduce zero until situation requiring its use ap

pears. Zero may be used in keeping scores for games or to show 

lRobert Lee Morton, Teachinf Arithmetic in the Elementary 
School, Silver Burdett Company,937. 170 PP• 
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when there are no objects to be counted. When the need a.rises, 

for example when adding five and ten, the process should be ex

plained. Then is the time to teach all the additions facts. 

Likewise, in subtraction remembering there are two situations 

to be taught, when one number is subtracted from the same -num

ber leaving zero and when zero is taken from the nmnber, leav

ing that number. After the zero facts h.ave been taught and wel: 

understood, drills should be prepared where these .facts are 

distributed well through the exercises. 

When the pupil ' is successful in counting by l's and under

stands the meanings of the numbers, he should be introduced to 

counting by multiples as a means of increasing his understand

ing. of numbers, usually by 2 1 s, 5's, and 10 1 s. At first he 

should begin with concrete objects, then finally to the abstrac1 

stage. How far he will go depends on the child and the mater

ials used, usually to 20 or 30. 

Counting by 2's, et cetera, is a valuable aid in learning 

the multiplication combinations. The 2' s a.re so much like the· 

doubles that it appears as another way of writing the numbers. · 

The new task in the 2 1 s is to get acquainted with a new form of 

expressing the facts already known. After the 2•s should come 

the 3's and 4•s with the smaller multiplicands. After a few of 

the multiplication facts are learned enough to be sure the 

child understands the proce_ss, the corresponding di vision facts 

should be introduced. From then on, when a new combination is 

taught, all four facts should be taught; two 3's in 6, three 

2's in 6, and how many 2•s in 6, how many 3•s in 6. He then 
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sees that ·the division facts a.re not new facts but only another 

way of stating the same thing. The pupils should have practice 

in writing them in all customary forms. (See tables of 2's in 

work book). There must be provision for abundant practice with 

exceptional children. Many games and devices, prepared for the 

need are necessary to furnish the desired interest. 

There are a variety of needs for Roman Numerals for ex

ceptional children •. One of the greatest needs is in reading 

time. While most of the newer manufactured watches and clocks 

use Arabic numbers, 'there are many exceptions and it is well 

for the child to learn these when his attaimnent level can 

profit by the learning. Other places where Roman numerals are 

found are in the front matter of their 1:x:>oks, and numbering of 

chapters. While the page on Roman numbers in this workbook is 

advanced for other material included, it was considered per

missible to include it since it has proved helpful to excep

tional children. 



CHAPTER V 

GAMES AND DRILLS 

The reading and number programs will benefit by having a 

variety of games ·and drills to be used for practice purposes. 

They should be used at the right time and in the right manner. 

The child must not only understand how to use the facts but he 

must also practice to perfect his technique, to fix as habits t 

the desired response, and to maintain his technique at a satis-

factorily high level of performance. Drill work is in the ab

stract stage and the teacher must be sure the child has had 

surficient concrete 'number situations lest interest wane and 

the drill lose its value. The concrete and abstract should in

termingle and the teacher should find problems in which the 

number skill is applied to the experience of the child. 

Flash cards are valuable if used for a short, snappy drill 

and the children are ready for "it. The group should be homo

geneous and small, since individual differences must be taken 

into consideration. As the teacher conducts the drills she 

should watch for the appearance of wrong methods in arriving at 

the answers. The drill emphasizes the importance of speed and 

accuracy. 

Morton1 gives these cautions in presenting the drill: (a) 

pa.tience is required; (b) go slowly; ( c) provide an abundance o1 

meaningful experiences before abstract drills are introduced; 

(d) drill a small carefully selected group at a time; · (e) en

courage immediate responses; (f) give much practice but see to 

lRobert Lee Morton, Teaching Arithmetic in the Elementary 
School, Silver Burdett Co., 1937. pp. lOO. 
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it that the practice fits the needs of individual pupils; (g) 

drill must be interesting; (h) revert frequently to familiar 

situations in which a knowledge of the drill is required. 

[n selecting a game for a particular purpose, care should 

be taken to see that the activity of the game does not over

shadow the purpose of the game. Most of the activity involved 

should. work toward this end. It should require close attention 

and alertness on the part of all the pupils participating. 

There should be small units and big incentives in the games and 

drills used. Ther.e may be limited competition within his own 

group. In racing games, the teacher should be careful to se

lect children of approximately the same ability. More practice 

is gained for the one needing it, when the "looser" continues 

with other players, and the winner drops out of the race. The 

game can be started at the highest range of ability, and worked 

down to the lowest in rank in the particular skill being de

veloped. 

Problem solving involves the using of the examples in the 

games. The problem is the main thing. T~e teacher will have 

to supplement the problems derived from the child's experiencesJ 

to furnish the number required to supply the demands for a sat

isfactory understanding of the process. There are many oppor

tunities for the teacher in the in-school and out-of-school af

fairs, which can be used to supplement the individual experi

ences of' the child. 

Recent research shows that good reading, and good spelling 

~e positively related. The periods of drills should _be kept 
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separate from the reading period as a usual thing. Though a 

very necessary preparation for the reading, the drill should 

supplement and not supplant the reading. Good teaching tech

nique requires that the drill emphasize just the phase or words 

needed in the particular day~ reading lesson. The material in 

the reading and phonic section of this work book has been ar

ranged in alphabetical order for the convenience of the teach-

er. 

Games and drills should utilize the play instinct and 

sugar coating is not to be tabooed in lessening the teditnn for 

the exceptional child. 

The author has utilized suggestions from many books and has 

adapted devices which are being successfully used with exceP

tional children. To give due credit to the variety of resource~ 

from which these activities were obtained is impossible. Ma

terial the author has acquired in working with exceptional chil

dren is used for many of the games and drills in this section 

of the work book. 



CHAPTER VI 

LEARNING THE LErTERS 

(Workbook Material) 
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Lesson I. 

. 
Learn,n~ the Letters 

Unit I 

leHers 

s 

Ffa4oh Cardca 
Sl°e\\~nq 

do9 
see 

S,~\.it 

this 
IS . 

For the ~. Take turns reading, helper and child. 
Helper b. Match words ·in the sentences with the flash cards. 

c. Say the flash cards as words. 
d.. Learn to spell udog0

• ( Tracing Method) 
e. Learn the letters d~o-g, their names, sounds, 

and how to write them. 

Lesson JI. $-i:$- +his do3. 

For the a, Find the word you know. 
Helper b. Take turns reading, helper and child. 

Do 

c. Match words in the sentence with the flash cards. 
d. Say the flash cards as words. 
e. Learn to spell "see O • ( Tracing Method) 
r. Learn the letters s-e, tneir names, sounds, 

and how to write them • 

no+ go .far.\+ier un+·,\ . you k'1oW: 

s;gh+ Spel\"1n9 Le\ter<o 
Th,·'2> qog d s . 

r<o see 0 e 
a - 26-



tvew flQ sh Cards 

Q LeHera Spe\\ •n<j Slqht 

C ca+ I 
a c.ow have 

C O';tf. 

Lesson Ill. I hove, a Jj
ca+. 

For the a. -Take turns reading, helper· and child. 
Helper b. <Match words in the sentence with flash cards. 

c. Say the fl.ash cards as words. 
d . Learn to ' spell "catu . (Tracing Meth.od) 
e. Learn the letters c~a•t , . their names, sounds 

and how to write them. 

Lesson nr. ~? 
See this ~ 

cow. 

For the a . Find the words you know. 
·Helper b . Match words in tne sentence with flash cards . 

Do no-l-

c . Say the f'laah caN.s as words • . 
d. Learn to spell 11 eow .. . (Tracing Method) 
e . Learn the letters c~o- w, their names , sounds 

and how to write them. 

~o .fa rther' unh\ you know ~ 

8 y s;~h+- To Spell The~e ldters 

I ca+ C, w s 

hava cow CJ d e 

Th,s- dog t 0 

IS see g 
Q 
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Units I. and ][. 

New Flash Card 

sees 
I. Motc}i w~+h f\a'on cardG , then read . 

a. Th·, 'o I S Q c at. 
b. I h a ve a ca+, 

C. I have Q dog. 
d. T h ,'«o d og sees a cat. . 

e. T h i ~ cat- sees Q d og . 

+. S e e +h as cow. 

9· I hove Q cow. 

h. Th.is dog sees a cow. 

1. You can say the4ae letters. Con yoLf say +'ne words~ 
at 90 we cat sat 
do 50 go+ wet wag 

an +o +ag sat f3et-

3. Now +ry +o sFe\ \ +hern. 
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New F(a~h Card~ 

Letter& Spelltn~ £>,qh+ 
b u ball tor 

I n run the 
r 

Lesson V. @ 
bal I. ---

-
·For, ·the a. ·Find the word you know. 

Helper b. Take turns reading, helper and ehild. 
c. _Match words in the sentence with flash cards. 
d. Say the flash cards as word.a. , 
e. Learn to spell "ball". (Tracing Method) 
r. Learn the letters "b'~ and "1". their names, 

sounds and how ~to write them. 
,(}" "vr· Lesson fil. c" for the bait. 

nun 

For the a. Find the words you know. 
· Helper b. ·. Ta.ke turns reading, h.elper and child. 

Do no+ 

c. Match words 1n the sentence with. flash cards. 
d. Say the flash e~rds as words. 
e. Learn to spell .. run". ( Tracing Method) 
f. Learn the letters "rtt, ''u'1 , "nn, their names. 

sounds and how to write them. 

<jO for~her unt,\ you know·. 

S,9'1+ Words Spel f,nl3 Words Lot+ers 

for boll do9 b n vv 

the run see C d 

I co+ r Q 0 

111 a.ve cow -29- u -t 9 

s 
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Un",+ JY. 
New Flash CqrcJs 

w Letters SFel\;ng s;qh-\-
• and J JUrYlro AJL 

~ 
m 

jum.P- p 

LecseonE. f?~n and ~ ......... 
m~ . 

. For .the .a. Fira.d. the words you know. 
?Helper b. Take turns reading, helper and child. 

c • . Match. words in the sentence w1 th tii.ah cards. 
d. Say the , flash · cards as words. · 
e. Learn to spell 111ump". lTraeing Method.) .. ~ .. ' ~ r • . Learn the letters J~m-p .. , their names, _ sound.a, 

and how to write th.em • . 

Po not (30 far~her unl-il 1ou Know: 

S,~h+ Words Spe.lf,n'j Lel+ers · 

ond . . 
Jum,o j C 

+or ball rn a 

.J.he run p + 
I ca+ b w 
have cow l d 
This doll r 0 

IS see u 9 
Q n s 

e 
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I. Mafc.h w·,+h flatah c.or-d'o and read. 

a. I have o dog. 

b. See +h1€, dog. 

c. Jump for +he ba\\. 

d. See +he do9 jurr,p for the bal\. 

e. Th.is ,s a cow. 

f Tne cow sees +he dog. 

9· Run, cow, , run. 

h Jumro and run. 

See , +he cow jump and run. 

:2. You can sa'I +hese \e\ters. Can -you say the wordC:a? 

am JOtrn can pan put c.,up 
no ge+ set nu+ man pen 
bag ru·g sad +en f')e-\-- go+-

"· Now +ry +o sre\\ +hern. 
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New F\a'oh cQ~ds 

Lcl+ers Spe\\;ns $;9\,t 

k y , kr\-e can 

f\y 'fOU 

..bite 
f 

. Les<5on mrr. Can you 

For the a . Find the word you know. 
_Helper b . Take turns reading, helper and child. · 

c • . Match words · in ·the eent·ence with flash cards. 
d • . Say the flash cards· as· word·s . 

Do 

e . Learn to spell kite. (Traci~ Method) 
f. Learn the lette·rs 0 k"" and 111•1

, their names . 
. sounds and. how to ~ wri t ·e ~ them·. 

g. Learn t ·o spell "tlJ'' . (Tracing Method) 
h . Learn the letters t" and "y", .their names , . 

sounds and how to .write ~them. 

no+ go far .\-\-i er un+i\ 'fOU khow : 

S1~ht- Words Spelling Wo~s Le#er~ 

can kite k "b 
yoLf t\y \ 
and jurnp ~ r 

fat' ba\\ y u 
fue run J n 

oat rn C 

cow ·p Q 
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Uni+YI.. 
New Flacah Card<o 

,(f Letters SFei'l,n9 ~i°gh+ 

~ Jr X box 

h have 
' .. V box have 

~ 

I~ 
(l ~ 

Lesson IX.. I have a bo)(. 

For the a. Find tne _words you know. 
~Helper b.,. Take turns reading, helper, and child. 

c·. Match the words in the sen:t ·enoe with flash cards. 
cl. Say the f'lash cards a ·s words . 

Do not 

e. Learn to spell box • .. (Tracing Metb.oci) 
r. Learn the letters "h", "v", and "x", . the1r names, 

sounds and how to .write them • . ~ 

90 +al'"'+her un·h\ you \"\now! 

S,~h+ Word<& Spe\\\ng Word~ Letters 

box . can run ' ')( J C 

you have cat h m a 
and krl-e COW· V \0 + 
for fly dog k b w 
+he Jump see I . d 
I ball f r 0 

have y u 9 
+h~s n s 

"' IS e 
a -33-



· Un,+s 3£. and YI. 

I. Match w·•*' f\a'oh card~ and read. 

a. I have q kd+en. 

b. Th.,s \S Q box h'r\ae. 
C. The k,te can fly. 
d. Can you f\y +he h°l+e? 
e. F? .... n and fl'f the k~te. 
f See +he k,te f\y ! 
g. You can f\'/ a k\te. 

h. Have you ll k',+e. 

~.You can Gay +he~e letter'o , ·can you SQY 

my fun +ry map 
cry bag fat bat 
sun ten . cut tub 
hug . fog dug rat 

3. Novv +ry +o spel\ them, 

(Short ~ i" has no+- been -tou~\.h] 
-34-

the word~~ 

f,'nd 

sand 

. 'o,\-e 

nest 



pos.\-poned un+, \ t\eed ed. [ ''c( and ,, -z. •• may be 

if de£»;red. J New F\ash Carols 

q, 
z. 

.q.ueen zebra 

ii 
The ueen hos Lesson X. 

a •.. Find tlle words you kno·w. For the 
_Helper b • . Take turns reading helper· and child. , 

c. Learn the le_ tters 'a;' and "z11
, their names1 

. saunds and how t& ~write ~tllem. 

Now you know all of the~e: 
Siqh+ Word'a Spe\l.tn9 le\-ters 
has I box run 9, f 
can have have cat z 'f 

'fOU Th;~ k,te cpw ~ J 
and IS f\y do9 h m 

for a jUrt'\p see V p 
+he bo\\ k 'o 

\ 
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CHAPTER VII 

READING AND PHONICS 

(Workbook Material) 



1 . 
2 . 

~· .• 
5. 
6. 

~: 
9. 

10 . 
11 . 
12 . 
1.3 . 
14. 
15 . 
16 . 
17 . 
18 . 
19. 
20 . 
21 . 
22 . 
2.3 . 
24. 
25 . 
26 . 
27 . 
28 . 
29 . 
30 . 
31 . 
32 . 
33 . 
34. 
35 . 
36 . 
37. 
38 . 
39 . 
40 . 
41. 
42 . 
M: 
45 . 
46 . 
47 . 
48 . 
49 . 
50 . 
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Basic Word List 

all 
am 
and 
are 
at 
away 
baby 
ball 
be (being , been) 
big 
boy ·(s) 
bring (s , ing) 
by 
came 
can, can't 
cat ( s ) 
come (s , ing) 
day 
did 
do (ing) 
dog (s) 
doll ( a) 
down 
eat (s , ing) 
f'ather ( s) 
find (s , ing) 
for 
get (s , ing) 
girl (s ) 
gave 
give ( s , ing) 
go (es , ing) 
gone 
good 
got 
had 
has 
have ( ing) 
he 
her 
here 
him 
his 
house (s) 
how 
in 
is 
it 
just 
know 

51 . 
52 . 
53. 
54. 
55 . 
56 . 
57 . 
58 . 
59 • . 
60. 
61 . 
62 . 
6.3 . 
64. 
65 . 
66 . 
67 . 
68 . 
69 . 
70 . 
71 . 
72 . 
T5 · 
74. 
75 . 
76 . 
77 . 
78. 
79 . 
80 . 
81 . 
82 . 
83 . 
84. 
85. 
86 . 
87 . 
88 . 
89 . 
90 . 
91 . 
92 . 
93 . 
94. 
95 . 
96 . 
97 . 
98 . 
99 . · 

100 . 

let 
like ( a , ed , ing ) 
11tt1e 
l bok (s, ing) 
made-
make ( s , ing ) 
many 
me 
mother 
my 
may 
not · 
of 
on 
one 
out 
play (s , ed , ing ) 
put 
pretty 
ran 
run (s , ing) 
said 
saw 
see (s , ing seen) 
she 
some 
s oon 
take (s , ing) 
that 
the 
them 
then 
there 
they 
this 
to 
tree ( s) 
up 
us 
want (s , ed , ing) 
was 
we 
went 
what 
who 
where 
will 
with 
would 
you, your 
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Words for Flash Card Drill (and Spelling) 

Basic 100 Word List 

l Letter · 3 Letter 4 Letter 5 Letter 
(Not Cormted) 

19. all 54. away 92. bring 
I 20. and 55. baby 9,. house 
a 21. are· 56. ball 9 • there 
0 22. big si· came 95. where 

2,. boy 5 • come 96. would 
2 . • can 5.9. doll 
25. cat 60. down 

2 Letter 26 • . day 61. find 6 Letter 

2i· did 62. girl 
1. am 2 • dog 6R- gave 9i· f'ather 
2. at 29. eat 6 • give 9 • little 

R: be 30., !'or 65. gone 99. mother. 
by 31. get 66. good 100. pretty 

5. do 32. got 6i· have 
6. go 34· had 6 • here 

i: he 3 • has 69. just 
in 35. her 70. know 

9. is 36. him 71. like 
10. it 3i. his 72. look 

.. 11. me 3 • how 14- made 
12. my i9· let 7 • make 
1,. of o. new 75. many 
1 • on 41. not 76. play 
15. to 42. one 1i· said 16. up frE: out 7 • some 
1i. us put i9· soon 
1 • we ttt ran o. take 

·run 81. that 
4~- saw 82. them 
4 • . see t then 
49. she 8 • they 
50. the 85. this 
51. was 86. tree 
52. who 8A. want 
53. you 8 • went 

89. what 
90. will 
91. with 



Word· Groups - Not Included in Basic 100 Word.a 

Numbers . 

1 - one- one - I 4 - tour- four- 't 7 -· eeven- seven - 7 

2 - two-+wo - !b 5 - five -f,ve - s 8 - eight. - e19ht -

3 - three-fhreo-~ · 6 - · six::- SI){ - " 9 - -nine .- nine -

• red. - red 

• blue - blue 

Colors 

• black b\aok 

o white - w hite 

pyellCl>w-yellow QJ green - qreen 

• brown - brow n 

o orange - oran':Je 

• purple - purp\e 

draw - draw 

color - color 

' 
1,blg· - b19 
11 ttle - 1;ttle 

West:. - Wef>+ 

Do Words 

eopy - copy 

cut Ci>Ut - cut out 

Pairs 

long - . Ion~ 

short - short-

Dtrectione 

North - North 

South - Sourh 

- 39-

count - coun\

wr1 t,e _ wr.rte 

few - few 

many - rnany 

East- East 

i 

9 



a A e E 

a 
I 

0 . O · u · U 

() 
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0 
app\e 

~ 1iS 1'~~ ~-" ,, . 

on+ ca+ apron 

can hod ptay 
at mon away 

I 

after and came 

Helper - Read and listen for the a sound • . 

Baby sees an appl e . 

Can baby play with the apple? 

The man gave an apple to baby. 

Helper - Finish thes·e sentences . 

Th.e ea t __ a wa. y . 

had man ran 

The man_· __ the baby an apple . 

play gave and 

May I ___ with the dog? 

play came had 

Helper - Spelling: ran man play and had eat 

TC>flo • Write all the a words you can find. 
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~ock 
sack 

ack 
ba~k Jack -\-rack 

+ack pack black 

Helper - Copy the words~ .one under the other. 

The part that is alike is 1 called the - family. 

Build ack words· using: 

P qu st ab er 

Helper - Finish these sentences. 

Get the big._· ___ • 

sack . black Jack 

This one is • ---
track black back 

Father said for me to come ___ . _____ • 

ta.ck pack back 

Helper - Spelling: back black. 

To do - Write all the aek words you can find. 
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-on 
pan 

an 
can 

ran 

band 
candy 
stand 

Kelper • - C.Opy thes~ werds one under the other • . 

The part that is alik·e is called the - f'am1ly . 

Build an words using: 

t m .. - t pl th 

Helper - Finish these sentences. 

Jane has a pretty ____ • 

ran ran stand 

you see him in the tree? 

candy pan Can 

The came he·re·. 

man pan stand 

Helper - Spelling: can _ ran stand: 

To do - Write all the an words you can find • . 



cat 
bat 

hat 

rat 
sa-\-

-at 
pat 
tna.\-

Helper - Copy these words one under the other. 

'!'he part .. that· is alik·e is called the - family. 

Build at words using·: 

r m: th fl 

Helper - Finish these sentences. 

Will you find father's _______ ? 

pat that hat 

Jack plays ball w1 th a ___ ? 

rat bat fat 

The cat saw a--~---· 

that ra.t mat 

Helper - Spelling: cat sat hat bat 

To do - Write all the at words you can find. 



sock 

ack 
...., 
0 
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Shor+ a ~ 

pan 

an 
V 

a 

V a 

Helper - Read down and hear the a sound • .. 

@ 
hat 

at 
\J 

a 

This is called the short a sound and is marked a. 

Helper - Say these words across then down. 

Helper -

Helper -

Mark the families. _ 

ran . 
had 
cat 
sack 

Build a 

as 

Find and 

glad 
hand 

pan. 
bad 
rat 
back 

words· using these 

ad ag 

mark the short a 

black 
wagon 

man . 
sad. 
bat 
Jack 

families: 

at, 

families in 

stand 
plant 

these words: 

The helpers story - Raise your hand when you hear a short 
a word. 

The Story of Wags. 

Wags was a little black and white dog. ~ He was Jack's 
dog. .. Wags was always glad to have Jack come home. . He 
would wag hie t,a.11 and bark to show how happy he was. Then 
Jack would strap him to a little wagon and they would go 
to see Billy and Tags. Tags was Billy's dog • . When Billy 
clapped his hands, Tags would stand on -his .back legs and 
walk • . Jack and Billy thought they might have a pet show 
some day • . 



cake 

ake 
moke 

~ake 
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bake 
\ake 

-ake· 

rake 
shake 

Helper• Copy these words one under the other. 

The part that is alike is called the - family • . 

Build ake words· using: 

w s sh fl br 

Helper - Finish these sentences. 

Mother will make a • ---
rake take cake 

• 
We all went to the • 

6 ~ks \~k .... sh~ ke-· ---
the ball to Jack. ---

Bake Take Make 

Helper - Spelling: make take bake 

.To do - Write all the ake words you ean find. 



0 
6 . 

gameco 

ame 
came 
name 
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-ome 

same 
game 

+arne 
lame 

Helper - Copy· these words · one under the other..: 

The part · that is alike is called the• family. 

Build ame words using: d . f . g_ bl sh 

Helper - FiD:ish these sentences . 

Say your to mother • . 

came lame name 

This is the do, • . 

1ame same came 

The girl home . 

came lame same 

Helper - Spelling: name came same 

To do - Write all the ame words you can f1n4~ 

• 
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'If -ay 
ploy 

ay 

way rnoy s-1-ay 
day say pray 

Helper - Copy these words one under the other. 

The part· that is alike is called the - family. 

·Build ay words ue1n&: P . 

Helper - Finish these sentences~ 

Jane w1ll ____ at her house . 

stay way say 

What did the man ? 

may say day 

Jack came to_- __ today • . 

way day play 

Hel1>er - Spelling: day play way 

gr 

say 

To do · ·Write all the ay words you can find. 

cl 
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Long a - a 

·?j-~ 
cb oc:o 

cake play game 

o he ay ame 
a a a 

.Helper - Read down and hear the a sound • . 

Helper -

This is called the long a sound and 

is marked a. 

Say these words across then down • . 

bake take ma;ke 

play . way· day 

made wade fade 

ate gate late 

Helper - Build a words using these families: 

ade age ave 

Helper - Find and mark the long a families in 

these words. 

pancake 

taken 

became sate 

spade 
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jhe .Hel~ers. Story - Raise your hand when. you hear a long 

,a word. 

One NS.me for Two People • . 

Jack and Jane went w1 th Mr • . Brown to buy things . for 

his store • . They saw apples, .o·ranges, grapes, and cabbages., 

packed in crates. Some of . the crates were to be taken by . 

trains to other places. 

Now. what do you think Jack saw on one of the crates? 

It said "To •••••• Jack Blake, The Old Trader.~· 

JS.ck ran to Mr. , Brown and said, _ .. why 1s my name on that 

crate?, 

A man-;heard what Jack ask. and said, . "Is your name Jack 

Blake?t~ 

"Yes," said Jack. 

Then:~the man told Jack many strange stories about the 

brave old trader, .Jack Blake, . who was not afraid in the early 

days, and who has had a store by the side of the road for a 

long, long time. 

Now Jack wants to go to see this old man who has the 

same name as his, .and sells apples, oranges, .grapes and 

othe:r things to . those who go by on the highway. 

Help~r - A sometimes brings a friend, i or Y• ~ The a is 

lbng but the i and y are silent • . 

Say these words: tail 

pail 

Find other ai or ay words •. 

rain 

train 

way 

always 
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b ft B 
':,....::; : 

b 
J- bo 

@ H ~ 
boll bed boat -be --

b19 baby 
bae,k bQt book 
µelper - Read and listen for the b sound. , 

The boy has gone to play • . 

He has his ball and bat. 

His mother said to be back soon. 

Helper - Finish these sentences • . 

I have a new • --
big book back 

Boys like to play _____ • . 

book b.aby ball 

The little went away. --
boat big bed 

Helper - Build new words using these families: 

ad oy and ox 

~elper • Spelling: be ball big bed 

To do ... W?'i te all the b words you can find •. 



blue 

fkjc~ 
blocks 
blow 

-51-

bl-

black 

b\ew 

Helper - L1sten for t~e bl sound. 

Some blocks are blue . 

Some blocks are black . 

Bring me the black one • . 

browri 

bread 

br~nq 

br--

brush 
brother 

Listen ro~ the br sound . 

Mother wants some bread. 

.raa wllil .. brin&: 1 t-:_; _. ~. 

B~otber can take it to her. 

Helper - Finish these sentenc·e·s . 

Jack likes . bread. 

bring blow brown 

This is a. new . . 
blew brush bring 

See that·· dog. 

black brother brush 

Helper - Build bl or br words using these families: : 

ack eak ew ave 

Helper - Spelling: black bring blue 

To do - Write all the bl and br words you can find • . 

/ . 
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C 

C 

/CJ 

come cow ,ee · 

C 

/// 
~~ 
c " l '-:Je ci reu~ 
O= s 
~ 

rac.e 

cent 

Helper - -·Read and listen for the c sounds. 

The circus is coming • .. 

It will be in the city today. 

Kay . we go : to see the circus? ·. 

Hal.per - Finish these sentences . 

Mother ean make a .. 
come cake city 

The boys . went to the .. 
can circus cent 

Father b.as gone to the ___ • . 

e1.ty cent ice 

Helper - BU1ld c , words using these families: 

ome an all 

Helper - Spelling: eat come can 

To do• Write all the c words you can find~. 

C 

city 



~\?] 
' ·.,r-/ 
chicken 

ch 
child 
cha,'r 
ch;ldren 

-53~ 

ch--
c\own 

cl 
· claGs 

c\ap 
c\ean 

c)_-

~elper - Read and listen for the ch and cl sounds • . 

The clown ran. af.ter the chicken. 

He liked t ·o see us clap. 

The. chicken ran away _from the clewn • . 

Helper - F1ni ·sh these sentences. 

See the child_. ----~·-· 

clap chair clock 

Here comes the • . --
chair clown-·. clap 

The ran down • . ---
clap chair clock 

Helper - Build other ch and cl 'words using these families. 

aw ean ange imb 

Helper - Spelling: clap chicken ·. 

To .do - Wr11ie all the ch and cl words you can :rind. 



* 

- -
d 

d- dr-

do II 
day 

daddy 

... dress 

dr;nk 

draw 

Helper - Read and listen for the d sounds. 

This is the dog's dish. 

Daddy will give the dog a drink • . 

Helper - Fini.sh these sentences . 

Will you bring the __ ? 

down day dish 

She put __ the doll • . 

day down draw. -. 

This is her new • ---
did dress: .. drink 

Helper - Build new- words using the·se families: 

uck · ear ark um 

Help&r - Spelling: did day draw 
OY\ ly bleY"ld f."" To io - lfrite all the d and dr words ou can:.:· f i · 

" 

• 
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e -
,,I/ elephont s 

~ ~ ~\ -a---; --\l~ -v oc9 .. ,.... > ~11-
' I 

e_g~~ Esk,mo ea+ 
end wen+ he 
hen yes me 

get three nes+-

ijelper - Read and listen for thee sound. 

Do you see the eggs? 

Get me some eggs . 

Three eggs are in the nest . 

Helper - Finish these sentences: 

Eggs are good to ___ • . 

end yet eat 

He can. __ tbe ball • . 

hen get went 

The hen made a _____ by the house. 

nest me three 

Helper - Spelling: eat hen yes · he went 

To do - Write all thee words you can find • . 
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ed 
bed 
ed 

red -fed Ned. 
led s\ed Fred 

Halper - Copy these words one under the other. 

'l'he part tllat 1.s allke 1 s called the - family . 

Build ed words using: 
' t w sh 

H:elper - Finish these sentences. 

Ted has a new red • : --
fe'd led sled 

The dog wanted to be ____ • 

red sled fed 

The baby didn't want to go to_- _ _ • . 

bed red sled 

Helper - Spelling: red bed sled 

To do - Write all theed words you can f'ind. 



bell 
el I 

fe\l 
+e\ \ 

-57-

well 

se\l 

e 

spell · 
srne\l 

.Helper - Copy these word-s one unde·r the other. 

The part that is alike is called the - family. 

Build ell wo~ds using: 

y k . SW em 

Helper - Finish these sentences. 

Do you want to ? 

spell well bell 

Jane went to see the big _____ • 

sell tell bell 

Will he ____ t~e big dog? 

sell well spell 

Helper - Spelling: tell well spell 

~o do• Write all the ell words you can find • . 
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10 -en 
+en 

en 
hen men when 

pen then- wren 

Helper - Copy these words one under the other. 

The part that is alike is called the - family. 

Build en words .using: 

d t wh 

Helper - Finish these sentences. · 

----~is your mother coming? 

Then When Pen 

The little red ___ is by the tree. 

when ·hen then 

Ten came to the house. ·---
den pen men 

Helper - ·spelling: men-~ .. ten .~ when~! 

To do - Y-rite all the en words you can. find. 



. Shor+- e - it 

lO 
bed ten 
ed 

el J 
en 

e; V 

~ 
e 

Helper - Read down and hear thee sound • . 
This is called the short e sound and is marked e. 

Helper - Say these words across then down. 
Mark the families • . 

get pet set bet pet 
hen den Ben men ten 
Ned red fed bed led 
leg beg peg keg leg 

Helper .- Build short e words using these families : 

en ed em ·~ est 

Helper - Find and mark the short e families in these words . 

fell 
better 

tent 
then 

opened 
getting 

Helpers Story - Raise your hand when you hear a short 
e word. 

Ned's Accident. 

Ned and Ted like ·to play in their tent by the sea . 
They like to find pretty shells in the sand. . One day Ned 
·f ound ten shells and Ted found seven. .. '?hen Ted went far 
out into the water to find more shells. He found only a 
few shells when down he fell • . He lost all the shells in 
the water and got very wet, besides • . My , he was cold. 
Some men going by, made a fire , and soon Ted was warm and 
dry again, but he didn't go in the water for more shells 
that day. 

-59-



d 
sea+-
eat 
861 

read 
lead 

-60- · 

-eat 

rneo+ 

bead 

bee+-
ee 

e~ 
rnee+ 

e\eep 

-eet 

wheel 
keep 

.Helj)~r - How many fam1-l1e s ean~ you find? Write them. 

Build long e word·s- using: 

h--l l n.--t el~-n s--d 

Helper• Finish these sentences. 

Jack said this was his • ---
keep eea-t read.· 

We ·all like to eat ·• . 
meat wheel seed.. 

M<ither put baby to .. 
beet keep sleep 

Helper - 5pell1ng: eat read meet sleep _:;i 

To do - W~ite all the ee and ea words you oan find. 



· Long 
-61 a-
e- e 

d 3 
bee seat +hree 

ee eat ee 
e e e 

Helper - Read down and hear thee sound •. 

Helper -

This is called the long e sound 

and is marked u e'' • . 

Say these words across then down. 

Mark the families. 

see wee Lee bee 

keep weep deep sleep 

neat seat meat beat 

read lead bead read 

ijelper Build e words using these families: 

eep eam eel eat 

Helper - Find and mark the long e families in 

these words. 

three 

street 

indeed 

· creep 

week 

please 

clean 

near 

sheep 
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The Helpers Story - Raise your hand when you hear a 

long e· word. 

An Easter Story • . 

The cold days had gone • . Nothing could be seen. in 

the garden, but there was something there. It was a 

little seed, deep in the ground • . It had been ~sleep a 

long time • . Now the warm sun had called and the · l1ttle 

seed was awake • . He found that his brown coat .was too 

small for him. , Soon his legs were out and down they 

went into the warm ground. . N.ex.t out at the 11 ttle 

brown coat came his arms • . Up and up they went. Now 

they were out of the ground and into ~he warm sunlight. 

Next, the little head peeped out to look around • . He 

liked it. : There was the blue sky over head and the 

happy little breezes whisking about • . One day the gentle 

rain came to wash -his face and to bring a fresh drink. 

How happy the seed was and how he was growing. 

Why, . he wasn't a seed at a·ll now, ~he was a flower with 

leaves, and the very first flower in the garden • . 

What do you think was the name of this flower who 

was first to be seen in the garden that Easter Morning? 



f F 

tish 
I J 

~ 
fan 
far 

fircat 

- 2-

l1~ 
fee+ 
fast 
fun 

f-

4 

Helper• Read and listen for the f sound. 

Father likes to fish • . 

He had five fish. one day-•. . 

It is fun· to fish with rather. 

Helper - F1m..sh these sentences • . 

I see_· ~-fish • . 

five for 

A dog has __ reet. 

~ive four find 

How :. · , ,.can JOU run.. _. 

fun -__ first 

Helper - Build f words using these families: 

or ell ind oot 

Helper - Spell~ng: for find father five ran four · 

To do~ ¥rite all the f words you can find. 
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~ 8) 

:, fl- · ~ fr-
+lower 

ff 
fly 

flag 
flew 

fru·,t 

fr 

frog 
+rem 

friend 

Help~r - Rea·d and , listen for the fl _and fr sounds. 

I will give the flowers· to mother. 

They are from a friend. 

I can. put them with her fruit. 

Helper - Finish these sentences. 

Let' s let the flag. ___ . • . 

from fly friend 

A __ c.~ve· me the dog~ .· 

friend flower 

can :· you see the_? 

from .:·: tlag flew 

·Helper - B&ild,.f1 ·. and fr words using these families: 

ew . ies eah. 

Helper - Spelling: fly · flag from 

1o do - Wl'ite all the fl and fr words you can find. 



-64-

9 G 

g-

cb2o t,ef~ "7~ _-t; 
7~f~ .... // 

~ \ 

900+ game gardeh 

ge-t go+ gone 

9 1ve good qood-by 

Helper - Read and listen f'or the & sound • .. 
The girl has a new game . 
It is a good game . 
Her mother gave it to her. 

He lper - Finish these sentences • . 

She is a _ _ ._girl • .. 

gone · get good 

She gave her · to the bey • . 

get gone 

Father said • . ·--
goat girl good-by 

H·elper - Bui·ld g words using these f'amiles: 

as 1ft oes ay 

Helper• Spelling: get give good 

To do - Write all the g words you can find . 
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h H 

h 
,4 house ?I 

I · horse 
fl: 

hand 
h~m have 

her het'e 
~elper - Read and listen for the h sound. 

This is Jack's house •. 

It is on a hill • . 

Jack has a horse to play with. 

Helper• Finish these sentences. 

This is a big __ • . 

house here happy 

I will ____ _.,you your bat. 

her hand have 

Jack ·go on::. his __ to see her. 

hill him horse 

h\\\ 

happy 

Helper - Build h words using these families: en ome op ow 

~elper - Spelling: have him . her here 

To do• Write all the h words you oan find. 



-66-

I 
• 
I 

µ Incl,an J 

Q J 
.'--- '-
,ee 

1 
b1'9 

~ 
,·nk 

r;de 

;n+o . 

a 
1ron 

f,~e 
f,.nd 

d ld s,ng h,de., 
~elper - Read and listen ·ror the 1 sound • . 

!:lelper -

·Helper -

Boys like to play Indian • . 

They run a.nd sing "ki-i-i Indian. 11 

Do you like to play Indian? 

Finish these sentences. 

Mother wants her • 

big iron sing 

He would like to the horse. 

ride five big 

Will you my ink? 

did find big 

Spelling: big did sing rive 

To do - WX'ite all the 1 words you can find. 
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• 

P18 

}:felper - Copy these words one under the other • .. 

The p~rt that is alike is called the - family. 

Build ig words using: 

w r b 

Helper - Finish these sent·ences. 

This is a _____ pig. 

dig big wig 

The pig had a __ • . 

wig rig dig 

Dogs like to~~~· · 

rig big dig 

Helper - Spelling: big pig dig 

To do - Write all the ig words you can find. 

\ 
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- 1 
hill 

i l I 

~elper - Copy .· these words one under the other •. 

Helper -

The part that 1s alike is the - family . 

Build 111 words using: p d g k dr 

Finish these sentenc-es. 

He be here so.on • . 

bill will fill 

Let us go up the • . . 

till will hill 

Mother said "Be .. . ~ 
~ 

still mill fill 

Helper - Spelling: will fill . still 

To do • -Write all the 111 words you can find . , 
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g 
, \ 

Ill • -,ng 
ring 

H~lper - Copy these words one under the other. 

The part that is alike 1s called the - family. 

Build 1ng words using: st str 

Helper - Finish thee~ sentences. 

This is a prett.y ___ • . 

ring bring king 

Boy and .girls like to _____ • . 

k1ng thing swing 

Will you ____ _..your ball? 

Helper - _Spelling: sing bring thing 

To do - Write all the ing words you can find. 

"ing" can be used with words: 

. singing 

having 

going 

giving 

doing 

getting 

seeing 

coming 

th 



p,9 

;.9 
v 
I 

Shor+ ~ 
I 

~ ' 
..... ,._____ \ft/ - ......__ -=----:::::::--
hd \ 
i 11 

y 

Q 
I' 

rlng 
. 
·~9 

V 

' 

Helper - · Read down and hear the 1 sound. ~ 

Helper 

This is called the short 1 sound and is 

marked 1. 

- Say these words across then down. . . , 
i ' ' ".'> 

Mark the fam1·11es. 

sit hit fit bit wit 

did lid· k~d hid rid 

big pig dig rig wig 

hill will till mill still 

Helper - Build short i words using these families: 

in it 1sh id 

Helper - Find and mark the short i families in these 

words: 

wishing 

visit 

dinner 

spring 

-70 a-

rabbit 

dr11:11ting 
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The Helpers Story - Raise your hand when you hear a 

~ short 1 · words. 

The Picnic. 

~ack and Jane were visiting with Betty and 

Billy • . "I wish we could have a picnic.," said 

Billy. , "Mother will you· fix our dinner· so-we can 

go to the park? We can sit under the trees ·to 

eat, and then see the animals and fish.~· 

Mother said "Yes, I will fix the dinner. , 

There will be six of us w~th Daddy." 

What fun they had, playing in the swings 

d~inking at the spring and watching the fish in 

the pretty lilly pond • . 

Helper - Y sometimes says the same sound as short 1. 

Listen for ~he short 1 soun~ as you say 

these words. 

baby 

pretty 

sleepy 

very 

every 

funny 

happy 

party 

_story 

candy 

carry 

daddy 

In each word, where do we find the short 1 sound? · 
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-i9ht 
I ight· 
,'gh+ 

n°1<3h+ 

right 

Helper - Copy the,ee· words one · under the other • . 

The part that is alike is called the - family. 

Build ight words using: m s fr br· 

~elper - Finish these aentenc·es • . 

Tba t is a good. __ • 

tight right light 

The· dog·s will not __ . ... 

fight bright night 

Mother said this was __ • . 

sight bright right 

Helper - Spelling: light night . 

To do - lft'ite all the ight words you can find. 
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\" 

;{ ~ 
ind '°t/\\\ /} / , 

' -
f.~d 
ind 

' 
find k,nd w,nd 
m;nd b~nd qr,.nd 

}fel.per - Copy these words one under the other • . 

The part that is alik.e is called the - family • . 

Build ind words us'1ng: w k m 

Helper - Finish these sentences. 

Do you _____ your mother? 

wind kind m°ind 

Jack wants to h1s ball . , - -
find grind mind 

Jane has a ~.· father . ---
b:1nd wind kind~. 

Helper - Spelling: find kind mind 

To do - Write all the ind words you can find • . 



Long 
-73 a-

. . 
I 

1-,0 
'!If ,1 I 

l19ht - ' +1.nd 

1gh+ ind ide 

i -.. -I i 

Relper - Read slowly down and hear the i sound. 

This is called the ibng 1 sound and is 

marked ' i. 

Helper - Say these words a·cross then down. 

Mark the families . 

ride 

like 

fine 

ice 

hide 

hike 

nine 

nice 

side 

bike 

pine 

mice 

tide 

Mike 

wine 

rice 

Helper Build long i ~words using these families . 

ime ife ize ire 

Helper - Find the long i families in the words . 

· write 

invite 

kite 

slide 

outside 

wise 

Helper - Notice the last letter in each word . 

Can you make a rule about long 1 and 

the finale? 
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The Helpers Story - Raise your hand when you hear a i word . 

Flying Kites . 

Five boys came to play with Jack one day • . Ea.ch boy 

had a kite . , 

"We can't fly kites in our yard, u said Jack . ttThey 

will c$tch in the wires . Mother may we hike out to Bill's 

house on the farm where there are no wires? We will invite 

all the boys to go with us . " 

Jack's mother said they could go , and gave them some 

sandwiches and cookies and appl es • .. 

"May we have some eggs to cook in a fire , tt ask Jack. 

"No , No , 11 said his mother. 11 an open fire is not good on 

a _windy day . " 

11 I didn ' t think about that," said Bobby. 

The boys had fun flying kites that day • . Jacks kite 

went up the highest· and stayed the longest . _ The boys 

wished Jack might have had a prize . 

Helper - What letter gives the long i sound 1ri these words : 

cry tly spy 

dry try sky 

See what happens when you add es or ed to these ·words. 

.cries tries skies 

c·ried tried flies 

Make a rule about they when you added or es . 



-
' J 

J-

,,.. 

~ ·~ " -
._ \ 

Jacket I 

jQ!' jump 

JUSt JQ,\( ~ 
I 

J l\ l""Yl 

joke 
I I J a.w J01 

Helper - - Read and listen f or the j sound •. 

Just see the big jar. 

It has good jam .in it. 

Jack and J~ne will eat the jam. 

Helper - Finish these sentences • . 

This is your~~-· 

Jacket just joy 

Jack wants the • 

joke Jwnp . jam 

Jane can now. 

jelly ~u~p jar 

H~lper - Build j words using: ust am ar ump 

Helper - Spell: just jump 

To do - Write all the j words you can find . 



k 

~ . 

~ 
. keep 

k, l l 

k 

-75-

king 
kind 
k,.nds 

k-

Helper - Re.ad and listen for the k sound • . 

See the big kite! . 

What kind is it? 

Keep it here for mother to see. 

Helper• Finish these sentences • . 

He went to see the •.. 
• ----

kept keep king 

Father has the ~o the house. --
key kind kill 

Mother gave the baby a---~-· 

kinds kiss kept 

k,~s 

kept 

k\tten 

Helper• Build k words using these families: 111 ick id ept 

Helper - Spelling: keep key kind 

To do - W~ite all the k words you can find. 



-76-

L 

,J lamp . J!, 

Q Pl?. 
letter 

I et-

\ ooh 

leaf 

last 

l~ke 

~elper - Read and listen for the k sound • . 

Let us get a lamp • . 

I want to .find a letter • . 

This little lamp will do • . · 

Helper - Finish these sentences • . 

Do you · 1n . this house? 

leaf look live 

The girl can not find her •. 

laughed lMnch leaf 

II will - to see who it is. -

last look like 

lunch 

\,tHe 

\au~'-' 

.Helper - Build l words using these families: ap arge away 

Helper - Spelling: look like last · 

,To do - Write all the 1 .words you can find. 



m M 

/YYt/ rnan m 

0 
mdk 
n,o+her 

-77-

mouse 

many 

m-· 

morn1n9 must mor.e 
.Helper - Read and listen for them sound • . 

This man brings m1.lk to Jack's house • . 

He comes in the mornings. ~ 

Many boys and girls like milk • 

. Helper - Finish these sentences • . 

He went to see his • .. ---
make mother many ~ 

I ·· cannot find my ___ • .. 

mittens make must 

The 11ttle __ ran away. 

more must mouse 

Helper - Build m-- words with these families: e ake ay ade 

Helper - Spelling: mother make man more 

To do - -Write all the m··words you can find • . 



-78-

n N 

n-
nv nut n 

g 9 ~ ~ 
Ynest nine 

new now 

nett near 

Helper - Read and listen for tne ·n sound •. 

Father wants some nails • . 

Nin~ nails will do • . 

na,\s 

name 

n ;ght 

lfow he will make some new things for us • . 

Helper - Finish these sentences • . 

What is the of the new baby? ---
nd.ne next na.me 

The little baby 1s __ its mother • . 

nest near now 

_____ g_irls came to play one day. 

N.ine Ntght Nest 

H;elper - Build n- ·:words with these families: : ot o ose ice 

H~lper - Spell1.ng: new now name · next 

To do - Write all then words you can find. 



0 

0 
,,,(Y oran9 0 

on 

over 

0 

()' 

-79-

oar 
of 

old 

0 

-

Helper - Read and listen for ·the o sound. 

Do you like oTanges? 

They are good for you . 

There is one orange over there • . 

H•lper - Finish these sentences. 

He put the ball the house • . 

old oar over 

The dog ran •·· 
off oats only 

Boys llke to eat • 
open-·\ oats old · 

Helper - Spelling: of on:-: over old 

oo+s -
on\y 

o wn 

To do - Write all the o words you can find • . 



-80-

-ock 
clock 

roe,k 

\o e,k 

ooh 

block 

crock 

cloc.k 

s.\-och 

Helper - Copy these words one under the other • . 

~elper -

The part that is alike is called the - family . 

Build ock words using: c m sh sm 

Finish these sentences . 

Mother will the baby. 

rock stock lock 

Father can our house . 

crock ~lock l"bck 

Can you see the ? 

stock clock flock 

~elper - Spelling: clbck rock block· 

ro do - Write all the ock words you can find • . 



.. ,----------------~- ---------------
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• -ot 

gof 

hot 

dot 
o+ 

po+ 
lot 

.H~lper ... Copy these words one under the other • . 

Helper .. 

The part that is alike is called the - family. 

Build ot words using: e.; t r sl eh 

Finish these sentences. 

This is a day. 

got lot hot. 

He did want to go , 

not lot got 

Jane a big cat. 

lot got not 

Helper - Spelling: got hot not 

To do - Write all the ot words you can find. 



clock 
och 
c5 

Helper - Read down, 

Shor+ o - o · 

and 

• 
dot-

ot 
c5 

hear the 0 sound . 

+op 

op 
-.J 

0 

This is called the short o sound and is marked 

Helper - Say these words across , then down. 
Mark the families . 

top hop pop mop sop 
rob sob fob bob mob._ 
not got hot pot cot 

Helper - Build a short 0 words using these families : 

ob od og op ox 

o . 

Helper - Find and mark the short o families in these words: 

from 
hopped 

robin 
pocket 

lion 
dolly 

frog · 
pond 

~elpere Story - Raise your hand when you hear a short o word. 

The Frog ' s Joke . 

Jack saw a little frog sleeping on a log down by the 
pond.. . Jack thought 1 t would be fun to take the frog home . 
He wanted a box but he could not find one . Maybe he could 
catch it in his hands • . Very quietly Jack crept to where 
the frog was sitting on the log . Then , ,Jaok was over the 

.frog . Quickly he made a grab for it but the frog was to 
quick for him. There was a little splash when the frog 
jumped into the pond and a big splash when J~ck fell in 
when his foot slipped on the wet bank of the pond. All 
Jack got for his trouble was a good wetting. The frog had 
played a joke on him and was resting safetly in the bottom 
of the pond. 

-
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-od 
sold 
old 

told go\d fo\d 

cold ho\cl bo\d 

H•lper - -Copy these words one under the other. 

The part that is alike is called the - family • 

. Build old words using: b s m t 

ijelper - Finish these sentences. 

He me to look here. 

told gold cold 

This dog was . ,, to Jack. 

sold hold 

The day is __ . _. 

hold coid told 

Helper~ Spelling: old cold told sold 

To do - Write all the old words you can find. 



sold 

old 
0 

Helper -

Helper -

Helper -

Helper -

- a-
long o o 

/\ 
hocae bro\~s 

ose oke 

0 n 

Read down and hear the o sound. 

This is called the long o sound and is · 

marked o. 

Say these 

Mark the 

nose . 

sold 

broke 

hope 

Building 

ose 

Find the 

wrote 

drove 

words across, then down. 

families • . 

rose hose 

cold bold 

woke joke 

rope l ope 

long o words using these 

ome ope 

long o families 

before 

froze 

in 

ore 

these 

store 

awoke 

families: 

words: 

Helper - Notice the last letter in each word . 

Can you make a rule abou·t long o and the 

finale? 



. 
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The Helpers Story - Raise your hand when you he~r a 

long o word . 

The Goat That Wouldn ' t Go . 

Jack's friend , .Joe , lived on a farm not · very far 
-

from Jack's home . Joe had many pets , .but Jack liked 

the goat the best of all • . Joe would put a rope around 

the goat's neck and it would pull a little wagon • . Joe 

could drive the goat down the road. One day the goat 

did not want to be driven . .. He did not want to go 

down the road • . Joe spoke kindly and then he spoke 

crossly but the goat did not want to · show off •. Joe 

coaxed for a long time but 1 t did no good . .. Jack and 

Joe wished they could think of a j9ke they could play 

on that goat . , What do· you think they could have done 

to get the goat to go, when all it wanted to do was 

stand still? 

Helper - -Pronounce these words after your helper. 

Look at them. Can you find ho~ these words 

are alike? 

coat boat goat 

road toad load 

coax foam loan 
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p p 

p-
p•g ·10 

~ ~, ~ 
r-an P-'e P-'e,-\-ure 
pu+ pen Ffer 
pet- part1 pa<3e 

Helper - Read and listen for the p sound . .. 

Jack has a little pet pig. 

It wanted to go with him to a party. 

Jack said ttThie party is not for pigs . Go back. tt 

Helper - Finish these sentences. 

We had ____ at the party. 

put pie pen 

We went to play in. the ~. --
pan paper park 

Mother wants you to bring a _____ • 

page put pan 

Helper - Build p words using the.se families: . 

age 

Helper - Spelling: 

ull 

pan 

apa 

pet 

at 

put · 

To do - Write all the p words you can find . 

party 



pl -

~: 
J) 

\ 

Jay 

pl 
play 
plan 

pl ease 

pl-

pr 

pr, ze 

pray 
presen+ 

pr-

Helper - · Read and listen for the pl and pr sounds. 

Boys like to play ball. 

They plan who will play. 

These boy.a won a prize. 

Helper - Finish these sentences. -

Please come to today. 

prize pretty play 

This is a tree . 

pretty please plan 

His dog got the • · 
play prize petty 

Helper• Build pl and pr words with these families , 

ate oud ace· 

Helper - Spelling: play please pretty 

To do - Write all the pl and pr words you can find . 
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. q, Q 

ct-
q,ueen :2 

•• ~ 
q,v1e5hon q,~dt q~t of milk 

qu·,+ 
9,u ·IC~h 

g,uae,k 
9,u·,ek 

ci,~1+e 
q,ueer 

Helper - Read and listen for the q sound • 
. --

The queen wants some milk. 

Quick, .get it for her. 

Who has a quart · of milk for the queen? 

Helper - Finish these sentences. 

Thie is a_· __ way to do things •. 

quiet queer quart 

Be __ , the baby is here. 

quiet qua.ck queer 

What was the ? 

queen qu1ek . question 

Helper - Build q words using: 

Helper - Spelling: quart 

uack 

quit 

To do - Write all q words you can find. 

l(hat letter is always found with q · ? 

uiek uart 



r F? 

/v rabbit R 

D 
r ed 

ran 

read 
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run 

Helper - Read and listen for the r sound • . 

A rabbit wa·s· right· by the house. 

·Jack ran after it • . 

Then the rabbit ran aw~y. 

Helper - Finish these sentences • . 

Mother will to us . 

red ready read 

He wants the one . 

ride red ring 

Jack can play the . ' 
read ready radio 

Helper - Build r words with these families: 

Helper - Spelling: red ran read 

~o do - Write all the r words you can find . 

at oad ight 

run ring 



s 

snake 
..4/ 

7 
seven 

set 

soon 

s 
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same 

sang 

s-

saw 

Helper - Read and listen for the s sound • . 

The sun will soon go down. 

It goes down at seven • . 

See the pretty sunset . 

-Helper - Finish these sentences . 

He was going to _____ down the tree. 

saw said seven 

There are _____ boys here . 

sing soon seven 

The girls will ___ r'-'-or the mothers . 

sun sing say 

Relper - Build s ·words with these families: 

ee 

'Helper - Spelling: 

o·me 

set 

ame 

say 

ay 

sing said 

' To do - Write all the swords you can find . 
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t T 

-

I t-
;/:; +ahle ;; 

:l ~ 
+wo +or 
ten -l-el I 

today +old 

Helper - Read and listen for the t sound • . 

tte has two tops • . 

PUt one top on the table • . 

The new boy will take that top to-day. 

Helper - Finish·,. the·se s·entences • . 

What 1s it? 

' tell take time 

Jaek went to his mother. 

tell ten to- day 

The dog played with its • 
t_old two tail · 

Helper - Build t words with these families: en oys o alk 

Helper - Spelling: take ten top time 

To· do -Write all the t words you can find. 



+h 

d., +h,,...;hle ;7,h 

+h 

+liank 
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th-

+h,ng ·th, r-\-een 

+r Tr 

+r 

+t'a1n 

Eelper - Read and listen for the th and tr sounds. 

Mother· gave Jane a thimble • . 

"Try this thimble" said mother. 
~ .. 
Jane said, . "Thank you, .Mother, I will try. u 

·Helper - Finish· these sentences. 

Father went on a fast . .. --.=-:-

think thank train 

The boys were by the ____ • 

tree try thank 

Will you ___ ~o come? 

track try thirteen 

"Helper - Build th and tr words with these families: 

·e ip 18 ick ese 

Helper - Spelling: thank try tree thing 

To do - Write all the th and tr words you can find. 



u -u 

AN umbrella i) 

' under 

us 

. Uf 
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u 

cup 

bu+ 
t-un 

Helper - Read and listen for the u sound •. 

The b-all was under the cup. 

You can ·use the cup. 

, We can have fun with the ball • . 

Helper - Finish these sentences. 

This is father's~~~~-

upon cup under 

The cat ran ____ the tree. 

up but us 

We had at Jane's house. ---
use cup fun 

Helper - Spelling: us up run upon . but 

·To do - Write all the u words you can find. 



<3un 
run 

gun 

un 
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sv1n 

itun 

-un 

bun 

spun 

- Helper - Copy these words one under the other • . 

The part that is alike is called the - family. 

Build un words using: n b sp sh 

Helper - Finish these sentences. 

Jack has a new • . --
:fun run gun 

All the girls had ___ . _. 

bun tun run 

The big boy can ____ faet. 

sun run gun 

Helper - Spelling: run . fun sun 

To do - Write all the .un words you can ·find • . 
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cr:::r~ 
~l{~;/ - ut 

nu+ 
ut 

cut hut ru+-
bu+ +u+ Shu+ 

Kelper - Copy these words one under the other • . 

Tne· part· that is alike is called the - family . 

Build ut words using: n .· h sh 

Helper - Finish these sentences • . 

This is .a big _ _ --=-• 

tut ·nut shut 

The 11ttle ·house 1s like a • --~ 
rut nut hut 

Jack likes ____ • . 

nuts cuts ruts 

, Helper - Spelling: cut but nut 

To do - Write all the ut words you can find . 



Short u 
u - u 
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CT 
gun cup 

t..1n ut Uf 
u ~ 

V u LI 

Helper - Read down and hear the u sound • . 
This is called the short u sound and is marked u. 

ijelper - Say these words across then·down. 
Mark the families. 

cut but hut rut 
fun gun sun run 
cup pup sup cup 
gum . hum rum gum 

Helper - Build short u words with these families: 

uck ueh . ub ug 

Helper - Find and mark the short u families in these words: 

much 
cutting 

puppy 
truck 

bunny 
must 

The ·. Helpers Story - Raise your hand when you hear a short 
u word. 

A Hungry Puppy. 

Last summer Jack and Jane's family went away on the 
train • . A small truck came for their trunk and in no time 
at all Mother , Daddy, a:ack , and Jane were rushing away to 
the mountains. There was much to be seen on the way. 
Jack liked best of all , watching a little boy on the train , . 
who had a puppy. The puppy was hungry f or his supper and 
cried and cried. At last the conductor brought warm milk 
in a cup . After the puppy hau drunk all it wanted , it 
curled up in the boys lap and was soon fast asleep. 



G3 
cube b\ue 

ube ue 

u u 

Helper - Read down and hear the u sound. 
This is called the long u sound and is marked u • . 

Helper - Say these words across then down. 
Mark the families. What is ·alike? 

use 
cure 
tube 

fuse 
lure 
mule 

rude 
tune 
cute 

Helper - Say these words and find what is alike • .. 
Can you make a rule about u and the finale? 

due 
blue 

Helper - Spelling: 

The Helper's Story 

blue 

hue 
Tuesday 

true 

true 
Sue 

Raise you~ hand when you hear a 
long u word. 

The School Program.-

There was a progr~m at the school last Tuesday. Jack 
played a tune on his bugle • . He wore his new blue suit. 
He did very well. A cute little girl sang ·a song about 
tulips. There was other music but the pupils liked these 
numbers best • . After the program there was fruit and candy 
for all the children • . 



V 

volenh.;,e 
v·,s·at 

very 

V 

vase 
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fl) 
\le'&t-

vo+e 

ve<:30.\-ob\es 

v-

. Heiper - Read and listen for the v sound • . 

Do you have a vase? ·. 

I gave this one to mother. 

She said it as very pretty. 

Helper - Finish these sentences • . 

Boys and girls like __ _..;;. • . 

vegetables very visit 

He went away for a __ .,.;;... 

vase have visit 

Ho1r::llfny balls do you ___ ? 

have gave 

·Helper - Build v words using these families: 
_ery ast aee ote 

Helper - Spelling: very visit vase 

To do - Write all the v words you can find. 
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w w 

w-
Mr wa·h~,\, ~ 

~ =B 
wagon w1n9 window 

way ~\-\-h was 
wen-\- wan-\- we\\ 

Helper - Read and listen for the w sound. _ 

I can see him b·y the window • . 

He is playing with his wagon. 

He will not go away. 

ijelper - Finish these sentences. 

Jack has a new • ---
went wagon with 

Father ask for his ___ ,_ 

watch was well 

The house has a big. ____ • 

with went window 

·Helper - Bui~d w words with these families: 111 as ish 

Helper ·- Spelling: · ,way with want went was 

To do - Write all thew words you can find. 
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D 
ax ~e\\ow 

x-ray yes 

S\X yet-

z-

%0 0 

ZOO 

zobra 

la ~y 

.Helper - Read and listen tor the x, y and z sounds • . 

Jack has six yellbY cats. 

One is a lazy cat. 

It will not run and play • . 

. Helper - Finish thes·e sentences • . 

Do not play with the _____ • 

yet six ax _ 

Will you go to the _____ with me? 

zoo yes . lazy 

Your mother said • . ---
yes six . yellow 

Helper• Build x y z words with these families: 

· OU ard ero 

Helper - .spelling: six yes lazy 

To do - Write all the x y z words you can find. 

For they: 1 sound 1 see 1, 
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Learning Names or· Numbers 

From 1 to 10 

1 

-· ' .. 
l 2 • • 

•. - ,, . •· .- - ., . . -· 
Most children can count from 1 to 

10, memorized 1n a certain order • . TQe 

n.ext · st·ep 1 s to teach how many with the 

printed :rorm constantly connected. On 

3 4 • • .. ...-___ ....,._ _____ ..... 
.. - . .. • ' • ' ' ' - .. ' • .• # - -

5 • • • 6 • , ~ 
- - . -·-. ' - ' . ..-•· 

one side or tae ea.rd may be printed th1 s 7 , ; • 8. .-• •. 
,1, ' • • · • ., - • • • _,, _ .... 

pattern. 9 • ~·· • 10 ··- •' • 

The other side may ·h&ve the 

numbers scattered, and the child 

matches, with buttons, dots or 

other symbols the number given by 

the teacher. 

3 _ 

. 7 

4 
-e 
2 

Tlungs to Count 1n the Room 

5 · 

9 

i 
--... 

10 

6 

Teacher shows the number card and the ehild counts the 

objects. 

desks 

chairs 

pencils 

erasers 

girls 

boys 

windows 

children 

doors 

books 

pages in the book 

days on the calendar 
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Counting 

As soeia t1ons 

The numbers from a large calendar may be cut 

into squares. The child places corn or pegs to 

match or t1nds the calendar number for the objects · 

he has counted. . The eerrea.t number can be written 

on the blackboard to teach writing numbers as well 

as the name of it. 

Multiple Counting 

Atter the child has learned to oouat to 10 

and know the sequence and meanings of these numbers 

it is not d1:fficult to learn to count by 10 1 s •. 
-

Abstract counting by 5' s and 10 1 s, pa·rticulari ty 10' a 

to 100 helps the pupil to get in ~ind the number 

system • . T~e pupil must see tne re~ltionship of fifty 

to five, seventy to seven~ and rote counting by lO's 

seem to help with this. The next step, counting by 

units to one hundred is not difficult if the preced

ing steps are well mastered • . 
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Story Problems 

The limited vocabulary of this thesis and the 

wide range of possibilities 1.n _the classroom make 

. it impractical for many stories· problems to be &iven • . 

These suggestions may present ideas th.at may be 

helpful • . 

The teacher may tell a story, whieh will furnish 

s-everal problems. _ Runn1ng through the problems will be 

a thread or the sto·ry which will make them more 1nterest

tng than sets of separate problems. For example: "When 

Jack's mother sent him to the store she gave him 5 cents 

tor doing the errand. On the · way he found a penny. How 

much d1d he have then? At the store he spent three of 

his pennies for a red pencil. How mu·ch was left? On 

the way home he lost one penny etc." A visit to the 

eountry will afford many •pportunities for problems • 

. Buying, and tr_ading, -and loosing marbles will 

afford interesting experiences for boys. Pencils in the 

teachers l~st and found collection~ provide a class room 

situation for more addition and subtraction problems. 
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Stories-Addition Subtraction 

Facts Through 5 

1 boy ~nd 4 boys a re ~~~oys. 

3 trees and 1 tree are trees. 

3 dogs and 2 dogs are dogs. 

2 balls and 2 balls are balls. 

2 cats and 3 cats are cats. 

4 cows and 1 cow a re cows. 

5 girls take away 3 girls are girls . 

3 cats take away 2 cats is cats. 

4 boys take away 1 boy are - ~ boys. 

5 cows take away 2 cows are cows. 

3 dog s take away 2 dog_s are dogs. 

5 balls t ake away 4 bails -are balls. 

1 . Jack saw 5 dog s . One dog ran away . 

How many were t here then? ____ dogs . 

2 . 2 girls were pl aying and 2 more came to play with them . 

How many girl s were playing? ___ ._.;gi rl s . 

3. 3 boys went by our house . Then 2 more boys went by . 

How many boys went by. _ ___ boys. 

4. 4 trees are by my house 1 tree is by your house . 

How many trees were there'r trees . ----
5. Jane ha s 2 little cats and 3 big cat s . 

How many ca t s does J ane have? cats. 
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Addition and Subtraction Facts 

Through 5 

L L l _ 1 2: 3 4- 2 1 4,-
+l +2 ±2- -+4 ±L_ +l +l +l ±2- ±..J:._ 

2 ~ 2 3 2 0 3 1 2 4 2 
+2 u__ :1:£.._ !.2-. .t2_ . -t-1 t2 .,o ~ ~ 

1 2 3 4 5 2 3- 4 5 
- 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 - 2 -2 - 2 -2 

3 4 . s~ 4 5 5 3 4 5 
.::2._ ::L ::L -1+ -4 .:2.. .:_g_ -1 ::L 

5 3 4 . 2 1 4 5 3 4 3 
.::2._ +l - 2 +2 ±L ::L -1 g_ ~ .:_g_ . 

4 3 2 2 4 5 1 0 3 4 
- 1 .::2._ - 1 ±2- ±L -2 ±L ±2_ .:_g_ .::2._ 

-~3 42 30 43 12 224 302 - 213 
ill +12 ill._ +11 20 120 120 · 120 

ill_ +211 ~131 +211 

25 52 33 45 54 235 432 352 
-tlO - 10 1-21 =.2.L .:.2.L __ -103 -221 - 240 
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Stories Addition and Subtraction . 

Through 10 

6 dog s - 3 dog s - _ __ dogs. 

4 cows - 4 cows - cows - - • 
3 trees - 7 trees - trees. - -
5 balls - 5 ba lls - balls. 

8 boys - 2 boys - __ boys. 

3 cats - 5 ca ts - ca ts. 

7 houses - 2 houses - houses. 

8 cats - 5 cats - cats. 

10 balls - 7 balls - balls. 

9 cows - 5 cows - COWS• 

7 .dog s - 6 dog s - dog s • 

10 trees - 5 trees - tree s. 

8 boys - 4 boys - _ _ boys. 

9 houses - 7 houses - _ _ hou ses. 

1 . Jane sa w 9 cows . 5 went away . 

How many did not go away? cows . - ---
2 . 7 hoys were pla ying ball . 3 boys went in the house . 

How many went on playing bal l? _____ boys. 

3. 7 dog s were playing and 3 were ea ting . 

How many dog s were there? dogs. 

4. Jack ha d 5 big ba lls and 4 little balls . 

How many balls did he have? ball s . 

5. 10 cats were by the house . 5 cats ran away. 

How many were . by the house? ca ts . 
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Addition a nd Subtraction Facts 

Through 10 

(No ca r rying and no borrowing . ) 

3 5 7 3 
-+ 4 -1- 2 -+ 3 ±2.... 

9 6 
±.L 1'3 

8 6 9 7 8 9 8 6 7 8 
- 2 - 4 -1· .:2_ - 6 .:2_ - 6 - 4 =2__ .:2. 

23 
+65 

75 
- 23 

$4 . 25 
;-2 . 51 . 

· 9 . 36 
- 2 . 21 

$2 . 25 
;- 5 . 21 

$5. 37 
""3. 62 

16 
-t- 20_ 

87 
- 24 

q 7 . 74 
+2 . 15 

$8 . 56 
- 2 . 25 

73 
+32 

66 
- 31 

' 6. 92 
- 1 . 40 

8 . 42 
- 2 . 40 

$8 . 26 
+1.03 

$9.75 
- 8 .72 

41 
+58 

25 
::.18 

$9 . 65 
- 1 . 32 

$6. 75 
-3.25 

22 
ill 

78 
-25 

64 
-t- 22 

92 
- 20 

$6. 41 
13,55 

4 . 72 
:t5, 24 

_. 7 . 39 
- 5.33 

.·6 . 53 
+4. 44 

9 . 30 
- 5 . 10 

31 
+18 

$3 . 50 
-t4 . 48 

6 . 98 
-1. 37 

8 . 14 
- 2 . 01 

~7-94 
+1. 07 

95 
::22 

· 8 . 22 
t l , 27 

, 8 . 59 
- 4 . 29 

'7 . 74 
±3.15 



3 
+2 

7 
-2 

6 
±L 

42 
_tg§__ 

96 
-22 

2 
7 

~2 
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Combina tions 

Adding and Subtra cting Two 

8 b a lls and 2 balls are b a lls. 

7 dog s and 2 dog s are ~- dogs. 

9 cat s and 2 cats are cats. 

6 trees a nd 2 tre es are treeo, 

9 boys take away 2 boys are ___ boys. 

11 girls take away 2 girls are ~ g irls. 

8 balls take a way 2 balls are 

10 cats take away 2 cats are 

balls. · 

ca t .s • 

5 
+2 

11 
-2 

9 
-2 

47 
-21 

9 
+2 

4 
-2 

6 
+2 

9 
. -2 

2 
~8 

92 
±n..... 

2 
8 

8 
fg_ 

5 
-2 

7 
-2 

285 
+212 

865 
-122 

2 
-2 

4 
-2 

7 
+2 

10 . 
-2 

2 
±1._ 

627 
j252 

1037 
- 204 

8 
-2 

5 
-+2 

285 
f812 

. 1156 
- 220 

2 
1 

2 
fL 

6 
-2 

11 
-2 

1 
4 

o1.2 

2 
5 

t2 il... 

1 
6 

+2 

2 
3 

+l 

1 
9 

+2 iL 
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Addition Facts 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
·H +l +l +l +l +l 41 ±L 1'1 
2 3 4 5 T 7 8 9 10 

2 . 3 4 5 6 . 7 · 8 9 
4-2 +2 t2 +2 +2 +2 -t-2 -t-2 
--ir- 5 0 7 8 9 10 11 

3 4 5 6 7 8. 9 

-%- il_ 4 il_ tl_ il_ :t2_ 
7 9 10 11 12 

4 5 ·6 __ 7. 8 9 
+4 +4 t-4 ;,4 +4 -t-4 
8 9 10 11 12 13 

5 6 7 . 8 9 
i2_ ~ .t2... ~ ~ 10 11 12 13 

6 7 . 8 9 
+6.' +6: +6 +a 
12 13 14 15 

7 8 9 

II- tl_ ~ 15 

a- 9. 
+:8 ... s_ 
lb ~ 

9 a-
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Subtra ction Facts 

1 2 3 4 5 6 . 7. 8 9 
-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
0 1 2 · T 4 - 5 T T 8 

2 3 4 5 6 7 . 8 9 =.g_ -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 . -2 ·-
3 4 5 6 7. 8 9 

.::2_ .:2_ .::2_ .:2_ +- .:2_ =t-0 1 2 3 5 

4 5 6 7 8 9 
-4 -4 -4 -4 -4 -4 -0- 1 2 T ~ 5 

I 

5 6 7 8 9 
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Carrying in Addition 

There is no best way to teach carrying in addition. The 

application will have to depend upon the pupils and what they 

already understand about numbers. 

One very concrete explanation is given by using coins. 

If Jack earned 14 cents one Saturday and 18 cents- the next, he 

may have two dimes and 12 cents, or the value of the third dime 

with 2 cents over. Placing the coins on the desk and actually 

making the change will make the idea clear. 

A favorite device is the use of a bundle of sticks, 14 

consisting of 1 bundle of 10 sticks and 4 loose sticks. When 

the two nwnbers 14 and 18 are added he will have 2 bundles and 

12 extra sticks. But 12 sticks will make another bundle, giv

ing him 3 bundles and 2 extra sticks. 

The first problems in carrying should be with the Ca.x'ry

ing of 1, in order to give him practice with the device he has 

used, but pupils should soon be given practice carrying with 2 

and 3 or they are likely to get the idea that you always 

"carry one" regardless of the problem. 
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Borrowing in Subtraction 

There are various subtraction methods, but only the take

away-borrow method will be explained here. The reverse of the 

"carry" method using sticks in addition, has proved successful. 

The term ttmagic 1 11 is used sometimes to explain how the bor

rowed l becomes a 10. Children holding the number of sticks 

represented in the minuend stand and are faced by children 

representing their respective numbers in the subtrahend. The 

actual calling for and giving of the number of sticks to the 

subtrahend child, bringing into play the nmagic l" and, per

forming the work on the blackboard at the same time, makes 

subtraction real and give·s a true meaning to the child. 
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CHAPTER IX 

GAMES AND DRILLS 
(Workbook Material) 

1. Learning the Letters 

Finders Keepers.- (May also be used for word study.) Scatter 

the letters to be studied on the blackboard. Two or three 

players see which can be first to point to the correct letter 

when the teacher names it, or the teacher may point to the let

ter and the child try to be first to say the letter correctly. 

Each word counts one point. When ~he score is reached, the 

winner drops out and the game proceeds. 

Anagrams.- Use the regular anagram game, selecting the 

letters to be studied, or place the letters on the blackboard. 

The game is to see who can make the most words using these let

ters. (This game may be used for work with the families ala·o.) 

The families may be placed on the blackboard and the children 

try to make words with a selected number of consonants or 

blends. The winner has the most words. 

Authors.- (Letters or Word Study). A set of printed let

ter 'Cards is used. Each letter occurs on four cards. Each 

player is dealt four or five cards. A card for each player is 

placed in the middle of the table. The first child shows his 

card and says the letter. If there is one on the table to 

match, he claims it and places both cards in front of him face 

up. The player. matches and claims as many as possible, 1~ he 

can name the letter. He may ·claim a player's cards, if he has 

one to match the set. The game is to get as many sets as pos

sible. This game may be adapted for use with 2, 3~ or 4 let-

ter words. -116- b- I 
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Bingo.- (Learning the Letters or Families) Actual bingo 

cards, using beads for marking the letters may be used to 

teach the letters. {The idea may also be used to teach the 

comm.on families or beginning blends). 

Sounds in General 

In teaching letter sounds it is helpful to identify as 

many as possible with familiar sounds. 

For example 

dr - What sound does the drmn make? 

ch - What sound do you make when you sneeze? 

sh - What sound does mother make when she doesn't 

want you to wake baby? 

gr - What sound does the cross dog make? 

m - What sound do you make when you ear eating 

something you like? 

OU - What sound do you make when you hurt yourself. 
wh - What sound do you make when you blow out a 

candle? 

r - What sound does the lion make when he roars? 

s - What sound does the radiator make when steam 

is coming out? 

2. Building Words With Families 

Finding Partners~(Matching Families) The teacher puts on 

the blackboard an assorted list of words. T~e children are to 

opy them in groups according to their fanilies. Sample list: 
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boy name 

.way day 

came toy 

will bill 

Grouping 

boy way came will 

toy day name bill 

Finding Partners.- The teacher passes out to half of the 

class cards bearing word families, and to the other half of 

the class, cards bearing consonants or phonograms. The chil

dren with the consonant and phonogram cards pass around among 

other children to see if they can make a word by combining 

their cards. When the word has been made, the child says, 

"We made with our cards," until the entire class 

is paired. 

Rhymes.- (Families) The teacher puts a list of eight or 

ten words with several families on the blackboard. The teacher 

pronounces carefully all the words, pointing to them as she 

does so. She then says a word that has the same family but 

different beginning sound, and the child finds, the word name 

on the board to thyme. 

3. Word Games 

Word Dictionaries.- Children may prepare word dictionaries 

Each child makes his own dictionary by drawing or pasting a 

picture to illustrate each word he learns. 

Picture Word Car4.- The picture is given on one side of 

the card and the word on the other side. The children may play 
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with the cards by himself, or one child may test another with 

them. 

Hunting.- Underline words they know in stories, papers, 

et cetera. 

Matching.- Match words and corresponding, pictures, col

ors, et cetera. 

Little Words in Big Ones.- Write as separate words. 

into 

playhouse 

seesaw 

.forget 

without 

goodby 

today 

before 

Pig.- The teacher shows the word flash cards from two, 

three, or four letter list of words. (See Reading and Phonic 

Section.) The child saying the word correctly first gets the 

card. The game is to get the most words. 

Poison.- The same set of cards used in the Pig game will 

serve for this game. Instead of trying to get the most cards, 

the game is to not get any as his turn comes around the circle. 

If he gets a card, he may be "cured" of the poison (relieved 

of his card), if he can pronounce one that has been missed by 

another child and has learned the nmne of his own. 

Auto Races.- (Word Recognition) The goal line is the front 

of the room. The racers stand at the back of the room rea!fy to 

race. The teacher shows the words on flash cards. The child 

may advance one desk for three-letter words and two desks for 

four-letter words. (Words may be selected from the list which 

has been arranged alphabetically according to the number of 

letters, found in the Reading and r~onic Section of the Work

book.) The winner is the one reaching the front of the room 

first. 
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Treasure Hunt.- (Word Study) The teacher places before 

the children a large box filled with objects or pictures. 

Printed word cards corresp~nding to the pictures or objects 

are arranged around the blackboard ledge. Each child closes 

his eyes and draws an object or picture from the box. Then 

the child must find the word corresponding to his · object or 

picture. 

want 
play 
jump 
look 

boy 
ball 
cat 
thing 

Some Endings We Should Know 

Find the Word and Circle It 

er est -
fast faster Fastest 
long longer longest 

s 
wanti~ 

ed 
wants wantea 
plays playing played 
jumps jumping jumped 
looks looking looked 

boys 
balls 
cats 
things 

(ed) 
(d) 
(t) 
(d) 
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. Circle the Word, Leaving the Ending Outside 

balls biggest cats being 

trees looking bigger find 

eating wanting been wants 

eats houses fastest getting 

sees girls its days 

thanked faster played dolls 

seeing fathers mothers finding 

goes gets plays wanted 

playing thanking being your 

doing looked going brings 

thanks dogs looks things 

Word Study 

Can you put the right letters in these words? 

n - m 

hi -

ma - y 

tha - k 

BOO -

sa - e 

These letters may 

ha.

bi
pe
tha-

i - 8 a - e 

th - s d - y 

th - y th - n 

w - nt th - nk 

g - rl th - re 

Can you finish these words? 
help: m- t - d - n - w - y - s -

da- si-
ca- no-
di- wa-
ha- OU-

0 - u 

th - se 

0 - t 

st - p 

WO - ld 

p - r ·- g . 

ge-
go-

te-
ye-

Can you make two words for each of these families? 

ay ea all ing 
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Games for Ear Training 

The helper pronounces the word . The child writes the vow-

el . The one who has the most right out o:f a given number wins 

the game. 

a e i 0 u -
bag beg big bug 

hat net nit not nut 

ham hem him hum 

pat pet pit pot put 

pan pen pin pun 

· sat set sit sot sut 

tan ten tin ton 

mat met mit mut 

The helper pronounces three words . Two will use the same 

vowel . The child :finds the one that is different . 

pan sat tan mat 

pen set ten met 

pin sit tin mit 

pun_ sot ton mut 

bag na.t ham pat 

beg net hem pet 

big not him pit 

bug nut hum pot 
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More Families for Ear Training 

a e i 0 u - -
sang sing song sung 

rang ring rung 

hang wing long hung 

bang king strong lung 

say new now 

draw few cow 

drank drink drunk 

sank sink sunk 

bank pink punk 

thank think 

fall fell fill full 

ball bell bill bull 

tall tell till 

wall well will 

car her sir or cur 

jar mother girl for f'ur 

far father bird horse purr 
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4. Phrase Drills 

Following Dire-ctions.- The teacher holds up a phrase card 

of action. She calls upon ·a child to act the directions on the 

card. Another idea, the cards may be placed along the chalk 

groove. One child may dramatize one of the phrases. The child 

finding the phrase card to match may be "it" the next time. 

Flash Phrases.- (To increase eye span). 

they ran in and out a good dog 

a big boy to the tree run to see 

into the house for the ball big and little 

· cats and dogs a little girl up in a tree 

boys and girls I can see mother and fat 

5. Sentence Building 

Original Sentences:- Place the words to be studied on the 

blackboard and t ·he child makes the sentence using each word in 

a different sentence~ 

Scramµled Sentences:- The teacher writes~ scrambled sen

tence on the board. The children have to reassemble the sen

tences. Examples: 

ran 

in 

the 

boy · 

away 

the The 

Sentence Building.- (Word Building) 

dog 

is house 

Flash cards with sentence possibilities ere passed to the 

children. The teacher or a child may say a sentence and the 

children holding the respective words take their places in a 

line. The sentence is then read by one of the class. The 

children may be able to make their own sentences for the others 
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to read, after a little practice. 

6. Number Games 

Winging Wild Geese.- (Recognition of the Ntnnbers) Arrange 

the nine digits on the blackboard in angle ·representing wild 

geese in the formation of flying. The child wings a goose, if 

he can .say the name of the number. 

Winging Wild Geese.- (Combination) Arrange the nine digits 

on the blackboard in an angle representing wild geese in their 

formation of flying. Mix the order of the numbers. The bullet 

may be a 2 or 3 and the pupil wings the geese by giving the cor 

ect addition (or any other process) result. 

Combinations.- The teacher stands in the circle and holds 

pack of cards which she has prepared. Each card has a number 

on it. Select a certain number, such as 8. Give out cards, on 

at a time. As a child gets any combination of nmnbers that 

makes 8, as 2 plus 3 plus 3; or 7 plus 1; or 9 minus 1; he lays 

them on the desk. Teacher continues to give out cards until the 

pack is exhausted. The child holding the fewest cards is the 

inner. 

Combinations.- Use same pack of cards as above. Give each 

hild three cards. Then choose a number, such as 12. The first 

hild calls for a card from some other child. For example, if 

e holds a 6 and a ·2, he says, "May, have you a !,..!" Or, if he 

olds a 15, he will say, "John, have you a 3?" {15 minus 3 

quals 12). If John has a 3, he gives it to the first child who 

dds it to his pile of cards accumulated by making these combin

tions. The teacher then gives each a card to take the place of 
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the card used in the combination, so that every player always 

has three cards in. his hand. When the teacher has given out 

all of her cards, the game is ended, and eaeh child counts the 

cards in his pile. The one who has the most cards is winner. 

Combinations.- The teacher holds combination cards. The 

children sit around a table, or at desks, each supplied with 

pencil and paper for keeping score. Suppose the cards in the 

pack are subtraction combinations, whose sums do not exceed 10. 

The first child guesses a number, from 1 to 10, as 5. The 

teacher cuts the pack of cards. Suppose the cut reveals 8 min

us 2, the child who guessed 5 says, "I missed it. One point." 

Each or the other children writes "l" on his score card. Next 

child guesses 7. Teacher cuts and reveals a 10 minus 3. The 

child who guessed 7 then records a 7 on his paper, and the oth

ers get nothing. When each child has guessed a number, or a 

specified amount of numbers, each player adds the figures on 

his score card. The one having largest total is the winner. 

Race Track in Numbers.- (Combinations) A simple game or 

device makes use of a circle, the numbers with the plus signs 

are ·to be placed inside the circle like the numbers on the face 

of the clock. The subtraction facts with the minus sign are o 

the outside of the circle. After the group has fairly well 

mastered the combinations and is doing some borrowing, the sub

traction numbers can range from p to 18, if the card is large 

enough. When the subtrahend is too large to be subtracted, an 

"x" can be used to show the process cannot be done. This helps 

to familiarize the child wi th the process of borrowing in larg
er numbers. 



Combination Game.- Use a sheet of one month from an old 

large calendar. 

for the drill. 

Use the numbers only as far as you are ready 

Place the calendar on the floor. One player 

has five black buttons and the other five white buttons. The 

players stand about eight to ten feet away from the calendar 

and take turns pitching their buttons on it. First a player 

pitches a black button, then the other a white button and so on 

The object of the game is to make the buttons fall on the high

est numbers. After the ten buttons are tossed, the numbers are 

added, and the player with the highest correct answer wins. 

The Guessing Game.- Teacher - I am thinking of two numbers 

which make 9, Ruth. Ruth - Are you thinking of 6 and 3? 

Teacher - No, I am not thinking of 6 and 3. Mildred? 

Mildred - Are you thinking of 4 and 4? Teacher - No, Mildred, 

4 and 4 make 8. I am thinking of two numbers that make 9. 

Jane? Jane - Are you thinking of 4 and 5? Teacher - Yes, Jane 

I am thinking of 4 and 5. Jane then takes the teacher's place 

and the game proceeds. 

Climbing the Ladder.- Sometimes the combinations are simpl 

arranged in a column or placed in a ladder arrangement. These 

combinations will not exceed 10. They will be cautioned to be 

careful not to fall by giving the wrong answers. The pupils 

may be timed, if desired. 

A eircle Game.- A simple but valuable device makes use of 

a circle. Ten or a dozen addition combinations {or subtraction 

combinations) are set down and the numbers representing their 

sums {or differences)' are written inside the circumference of 
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the circle. One pupil acts as leader and two other pupils are 

selected for the race. The leader points to a combination be

low the circle and the pupil indicating first the correct an

swer wins a point. The same two pupils may race for several 

combinations and then be replaced by two new racers. 

A Game For Addition and Subtraction Facts.·- · ·All the pupils 

except one who is "it" a.re arranged in a circle. Each pupil in 

the circle is given a number, not greater than 10, the same 

number being given to two pupils. The pupil who is "it'' takes 

his place in the center and announces a combination as 2 and 7. 

The two pupils having the nmnber 9 exchange places and the pupi 

who is "it" tries to get the place of one of them. If he is 

successful, the one displaced becomes "1 t". If he is unsuc

cessful, he announces another combination. 

The teacher may use this game with smaller groups and lim

it the practice to certain parts of the combination as those 

with smns from 8 to 12, or those with sums greater than 12. 

This game may also be used for subtraction combinations. 

The numbers assigned will not be greater than 9. The one who 

is "it" then says "8 from 5" for example and the two pupils 

having the number 3 exchange places. 

Fox and Geese.- The fox atands in the center of a circle 

of geese. He calls a goose by name and announces a combination 

If the sum or the difference is not given correctly, the goose 

is caught and joins the fox. Then another goose is named and 

another combination is called. A goose who has been caught may 

excape to the circle by giving a correct answer when the fox 
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accepts a wrong answer, or he may be allowed to return to the 

circle by giving an answer before the goose called upon can 

give it, in which case the goose ·called upon is caught. If 

prompt answers are encouraged, the name of the goose should al

ways be called before the combination is announced. 
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times. All the sentences are limited to one line. 

4. Tom's Trip, by Smith (Silver, Burdett and Company). This 

book deals with the travel experiences of a little boy. It 

precedes The Unit Activity Readers. 

Books at the Primer Level 

Ben and Alice, by Leavell et al (American Book Company). Pro

vides a gradually developing vocabulary consisting of words 

permanently valuable and immediately useful for class-room ac

tivities. (Belongs to the Friendly Hour Readers). 

Elson Basic Readers (Primer) by Elson and Gray (Scott, Foresman 

and Company). This book presents a variety of stories with 

lselected from the list given by Samuel Al Kirk, Teaching 
Slow-Learning Children, 1940, Houghton Mifflin Company, New 

pp. 
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plot structures. The vocabulary is controlled. 

Jlm and Judz, by Gates, Huber, and Peardon (The Macmillan Com

pany). A basal primer for The New Work-Play Books. It is well. 

illustrated and the vocabulary is carefully controlled. A 

feature of this primer is the supplementary pamphlets for each 

of the units of the book. Th,:ese are The Surprise- Box, In Came 

Pinky, The Painted Calf and Brice and Barbara. These unit · 

readers repeat the vocabulary of the primer in a different set

ting. 

Names and Games, by Prut and Baumeister (University Publishing 

Company, Chicago). This book attempts to develop a desire in 

the child to want to read through presenting the mechanics of 

reading in a simple and effective manner. 



Miss Agnes Branch, 
Roosevelt School, 
R. R. 1, 
Wichita, Kansas. 

Dear Miss Branch: 
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(Copy) 

The National Society for 
Crippled Children and Adults, Inc., 
11 South LaSalle St., 
Chicago 3, Ill. 

January 24, 1947 

Thank you for your letter and for your cooperation in re- . 
turning the package of literature on loan from our library. We 
are sorry to hear that you have been ill and hope that you are 
feeling better at this time, 

I know of no text dealing with material such as you men
tioned for the exceptional child. It is probable that teachers 
have been assembling their material from various sources, as 
you have suggested. The handbook which you are compiling 
should be very valuable and we will be interested in hearing 
of your progress with this work. 

We are asking our librarian to forward a copy of the 
Bulletin of Current Literature and . the pamphlet, The Cerebral 
Palsied Child Goes to School. We are sorry that we cannot 
assist you with further source material; it is because such 
texts and handbooks are · so limited that your work will be of 
such value to professional people. 

vp 

Sincerely, 

Jayne Shqver, Director 
Cerebral Palsy Division 
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( Copy) 
Federal Security Agency 

u. S. Office of Education 
Washington 25, D.C. 

February 19, 1947 

Mrs. Agnes S. Branch, 
Roosevelt Intermediate School, 
Wichita, Kansas. 

Dear Mrs. Branch: 

I regret to say that the Office of Education has no 
material for distribution relating to ·the specific topics 
included- in your thesis. I assume that you are dealing 
for the most part with children of primary age or at least 
in the primary grades. If this is true you may receive a 
good deal of help from Alice Descoeudres• book called "The 
Education of Mentally Defective Children," published by the 
D. c. Heath and Company. Considerable attention is given in 
this book to content material in primary education. You may 
also find some help in Office of Education Bulletin 1936, No. 
11, "A Guide to Curriculum Adjustment for Mentally Ret.arded 
Children." This bulletin, however, is no longer available 
for distribution, but· you may find a copy on the library 
shelves at Wichita. Other reading material on mentally re
tarded children is listed on the enclosed bibliography. 

Cordially yours, 

Elise R. Martens 
Chief, Exceptional Children and YouDh 

Enclosure 



/ 

Mrs. Agness. Branch, 
R. L. Box 786, 
Wichita, Kansas. 

Dear Brs. Branch: 
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(Copy) 

Teachers College 
Columbia University 
New York 27, N. Y. 

February 17,1947 

I r .egret that I cannot give you specific help in the 
matter outlined in your letter of 15 February, 1947. It 
seems to me you will either have to "invent" the kind of 
material you need, or perhaps cull it from courses of study 
published elsewhere. If you have access to courses of study 
for exceptional children published by such school systems as 
Minneapolis, Rochester, Newark, Baltimore, St. Louis or Los 
Angeles, you could probably get some good suggestions. The 
University of Wichita might have some of these materials. 
Your State Department of Education should have them too. 

I enclose a short list of books that may be helpful. 

K. 
Enc. l 

Cordially yours, 

W. B. Feathe·rstone, 
Acting Head of the Dept. 
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(Copy) 

National Education Association of the United States 
1201 Sixteenth Street Northwest, Washington 6,n.c. 

Office of 
The Jou.tnal 

Miss Agnes Branch, 
Wichita, 
Kansas. 

Dear Miss Branch: 

January 14, 1947 

We do not have any ;material prepared especially for the Ex
ceptional Child. I suppose you are familiar with the Journal 
of Exceptional Children. Dr. Francis E. Lord, Editor, of 
Ypsilanti, Michigan, might be able to cite you to places 
from which you could secure units of work especially designed 
for the exceptional child. 

If I were you I would contact Dr. Elise Martens, specialist 
in the field of exceptional children, United States Office of 
Education, Washington, D. c. Still another reference would be 
Dr. Benjamin Greenberg, assistant superintendent of schools, 
New York, N. Y. That city has done a great deal for the ex
ceptional child and might have units of work for you. 

With best wishes for the success of your study, I am, 

Sincerely yours, 

{Mrs.) Ruth Coyner Little, 
assistant editor 
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